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Delaware River  
Watershed Initiative
ACCELERATING CONSERVATION. ASSESSING IMPACT.



The Delaware River watershed, which encompasses over 13,500 square 

miles in Delaware, New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania, is a complex, 

ecologically diverse natural system enveloping the longest undammed 

river east of the Mississippi. It includes many clean headwater streams 

that originate in large, unbroken forests, extensive tidal wetlands and 

hemispherically significant habitat for plants and animals, including rare 

and endangered species. At the same time, 15 million people—more than 

five percent of the U.S. population—obtain drinking water from this river 

basin, including the residents of Trenton, Philadelphia and Wilmington 

and half the population of New York City. In addition, the watershed’s 

rivers, streams and bay support businesses and industries that rely on 

clean water, are valued at about $25 billion annually and offer abundant 

recreational opportunities for many thousands of people each year.

Jim Lukach. “Delaware River, Autumn 

2014.” 18 Oct 2014. Online image. 

Flickr. 22 Mar 2015. 



An Extraordinary Natural System in a 
Complex, Crowded Region 
The waterways of the Delaware River watershed have influenced human settlement patterns 

and nourished communities for millennia. For centuries, human use of these waters and the 

lands that surround them did not disrupt their ecology. The dramatic increase in agriculture and 

industrialization that accompanied significant European settlement in the 18th and 19th centuries 

shifted the balance, however. Although many headwater streams remained accessible and clean, 

waterways in and near urban areas became polluted and physically inaccessible to most residents.

In the face of this degradation, environmentally minded individuals and groups have cared about and 

for the Delaware River watershed for generations. In the 1730s, Benjamin Franklin led a petition 

drive to stop tanneries from discharging pollutants into a tributary of the Delaware, and in the 1800s 

significant conservation efforts took root in the Brandywine Valley, the Poconos and the Catskills. 

During the past several decades, some key measures of water quality in these rivers and streams  

have shown significant improvement, largely as a result of actions taken under the 1972 federal  

Clean Water Act to address point-source pollution such as industrial-plant discharges. Unfortunately,  

there are growing threats—which are widely dispersed and difficult to regulate—that could undermine  

the health of the watershed over time. These include development, which degrades the ability of 

rural forested headwaters to filter the water flowing into streams; increasing concentrations of 

livestock waste and agricultural chemicals, which wash into streams; unsustainable withdrawals 

of groundwater for irrigation and residential and commercial uses; and increasing volumes of 

rainwater that flow across paved surfaces and carry multiple pollutants into waterways. 

If not addressed, these threats will incrementally but dramatically undermine efforts to protect  

and restore clean water throughout the watershed, from its headwaters to the Delaware Bay. 

Strategic, targeted action calibrated to the scope and complexity of the problem is essential. 
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Legacy and Innovation: High-Capacity 
Organizations Accelerating Conservation 
For more than a century, some of the nation’s most successful conservation and environmental 

advocacy organizations have been doing important work to protect and improve the Delaware 

River watershed. Still, substantial stressors continue to diminish water quality and supply. 

Fortunately, a new level of conservation innovation is now possible, largely due to advances 

in technology that facilitate highly accurate mapping of resources, modeling of scenarios and 

rigorous water-quality monitoring processes. As a result, land trusts, watershed associations 

and public agencies can target and measure protection and restoration efforts in ways that were 

not possible a few decades ago. Many of these organizations and agencies in the region excel at 

combining innovative techniques with reliable, tried-and-true approaches, resulting in a dynamic 

conservation movement.

Delaware River Watershed Initiative (DRWI)
The DRWI represents an opportunity to stimulate even more significant work by these strong 

organizations. The DRWI’s “theory of change” posits that strategically aligning conservation 

efforts of multiple high-capacity organizations in places where there are both significant threats 

and opportunities for success will accelerate protection and restoration of water quality in the 

Delaware River basin. 

The scale and comprehensive approach of the DRWI are unprecedented. The Initiative has 

engaged more than 50 leading conservation organizations in aligned, prioritized efforts to restore 

degraded areas, protect important landscapes, encourage innovations in green infrastructure and 

financing, and measure the scientific impact of the work in over 300 locations with standardized 

protocols. The organizations are focusing their efforts in eight targeted subwatershed “clusters” 

to measurably improve water quality and quantity, and to assess the impact of those interventions. 

The Initiative drives a critical mass of effective, high-impact work that addresses targeted 

stressors through implementation at the local level, with each cluster acting as a laboratory to 

test and refine interventions and measure impacts over time. Collectively, success will protect 

or restore water quality in critical locations within these clusters and also build momentum for 

replication and increased conservation throughout the larger watershed.

Aggregation into Sub-Watershed Clusters
To identify those places where the impact was likely to be especially significant, the Academy 

of Natural Sciences of Drexel University (ANS) and the Open Space Institute (OSI) led a science-

informed process to evaluate more than 400 sub-watersheds in the basin and identify key stressors: 

loss of forested headwaters, agricultural run-off, polluted stormwater and aquifer depletion. 

Building on that analysis, eight sub-watershed clusters were identified where there was 

potential for significant impact on one or more of these stressors, as well as an urgency to act, 

organizational capacity, cost efficiency and the ability to measure impact. 

The clusters, which 

constitute approximately 

25 percent of the 

Delaware River basin, 

are areas of ecological 

significance from the 

pristine headwaters 

and working forests of 

the upper watershed 

downstream through 

farmlands, suburbs, and 

industrial and urban 

centers to Delaware Bay. 

Named for their primary 

features that unify  

the aggregated  

sub-watersheds, the 

clusters are:

BRANDYWINE-CHRISTINA  

(DE and PA)

KIRKWOOD-COHANSEY 

AQUIFER (NJ)

MIDDLE SCHUYLKILL (PA)

NEW JERSEY HIGHLANDS  

(NJ and PA)

POCONOS-KITTATINNY  

(NY, NJ and PA)

SCHUYLKILL HIGHLANDS (PA)

UPSTREAM SUBURBAN 

PHILADELPHIA (PA)

UPPER LEHIGH (PA)
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Alignment of Focus, Capacity and 
Investments Leading to Measurable Impact 
The strategic alignment of planning, projects and monitoring in these prioritized areas 

distinguishes this Initiative from other conservation approaches, and will increase momentum  

and effectiveness and diminish redundancy. 

The first type of alignment is within the individual watershed clusters. The initial objective is to 

orient the work of conservation organizations around shared goals for restoration or protection. 

Each cluster comprises between three and eleven organizations that are actively implementing 

a shared protection and/or preservation plan. This focus requires a high degree of collaboration. 

For example, multiple land trusts that focus on the preservation of open space are now 

encouraged to collaborate on shared goals in a specific place. Similarly, the Initiative supports 

these organizations to work toward common objectives with organizations that provide technical 

assistance to municipalities for planning and conservation. Thus, these organizations are more likely 

to achieve a critical mass of protected areas in key regions through coordinated acquisition and 

municipal ordinances. Similarly, in the normal course of conservation work, groups that focus on 

land protection may not coordinate efforts with organizations that focus on restoration of degraded 

areas. The Initiative encourages these innnovative collaborations and supports organizations in each  

cluster to identify additional ways to deepen their collective efforts to create cluster-wide benefits. 

Achieving this critical mass in each cluster requires substantial collaboration between multiple 

land trusts; land trusts and watershed associations; nonprofits and government agencies; and 

researchers and practitioners. During the Initiative’s planning process, the organizations in each 

cluster assessed their collective goals and developed a plan that invests in the area’s top priorities. 

As they implement the projects that the plans identify, new opportunities to magnify their 

collective impact will emerge.

The Initiative also seeks alignment among the eight clusters. An important goal is to replicate and 

scale up the most effective approaches. Clusters will share best practices and ideas that work, and 

also collaborate on larger efforts. For example, clusters can collectively assess what steps would 

encourage landowners and municipal leaders to more readily adopt local stewardship policies and  

practices. Standardized monitoring will take place in all eight clusters, and the organizations in each  

cluster, working with ANS scientists, will collect and report data in consistent and uniform ways. 

Action on Ambitious Goals
The Initiative’s objectives are informed by science, and the DRWI organizations have agreed upon 

ambitious goals. The William Penn Foundation’s seed funding will help the clusters to leverage 

other support to make substantial progress toward achieving those goals:

• Permanently protecting more than 30,000 acres of forested headwaters in critical 

areas, through land acquisitions and conservation easements to protect environmentally 

important sites. These efforts will preserve essential habitats and mitigate climate change as  

well as sustain water quality in the more intact sub-watersheds. The clusters may apply to a  

land protection fund at OSI, capitalized with a $10 million grant over three years. 
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between three and 

eleven organizations  

that are actively 

implementing a shared 

restoration and/or 

preservation plan.  

The Initiative 

encourages and 

supports organizations 

in each cluster to 

identify additional 

ways to deepen their 

collaborative efforts 

to create cluster-wide 

benefits.



• Implementing more than 40 restoration projects that focus on degraded wetlands 

and streams by replanting native grasses and implementing stream buffers and other best 

management practices to reduce run-off from agriculture and stormwater. The clusters may  

apply to a restoration fund at the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation (NFWF), capitalized  

with a $7 million grant over three years that is leveraging other public and private support. 

Restoration of wetlands and reduction of run-off into waterways also improve habitat areas  

and mitigate the effects of climate change.

Assessment at an Unprecedented Scale 
The alignment of work on the ground is reinforced by the Initiative’s emphasis on establishing 

and maintaining an expansive monitoring program to assess whether this work is effective at 

protecting and/or restoring water quality. To this end, ANS and the cluster organizations will 

monitor and evaluate about 300 sites for water quality over time in relation to the Initiative’s 

conservation practices. This comprehensive monitoring approach, carried out at an unparalleled 

scale by researchers and hundreds of citizen scientists, will assess multiple indicators of water 

quality within the complex ecosystem. Initiative organizations will not only be able to count acres 

preserved and miles of stream bank restored, but will also be able to measure the effects of those  

investments on water quality over a span of years. As the DRWI obtains more data, these markers  

of water health—water temperature, pollutants, fish, macro-invertebrates—will become increasingly  

meaningful in assessing the health of the watershed. The data will also enable organizations to 

make the best use of scarce dollars and help attract additional funds for Initiative projects.

Amplified Impact 
Partner organizations designed the DRWI to be scalable within the Delaware River basin as well 

as watersheds across the country. The initial support of $35 million over three years from the 

William Penn Foundation, although not insubstantial, is a fraction of what is necessary given 

the work the Initiative organizations have prioritized. The cluster teams have identified the 

need for an additional $190 million over the next several years, much of it for land protection 

through easements and acquisition, and restoration projects. The initial investment has helped 

the Initiative to put sound footings in place in the clusters and to “seed” the land protection 

and restoration funds. There are many opportunities to build out and build on the DRWI’s work 

in progress; because the clusters represent only a quarter of the watershed’s entire area, the 

Initiative provides enormous potential for its organizations to apply the skills they have honed to 

other areas that are in need of restoration. 
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Organizations Working Across the Clusters
ANS and OSI have been key partners in the design and targeting of this work and are deeply involved  

with the Initiative’s implementation. The NFWF has also joined the effort to identify priority 

restoration projects it will support with technical expertise and grants through its restoration fund. 

Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University (ANS)

ANS advances research, education and public engagement in biodiversity and environmental science. 

Founded in 1812, ANS is America’s oldest natural history museum and a vital resource for the greater 

Philadelphia region. In 2011, it formed an affiliation with Drexel University, which is grounded in 

applied research, and thrives at the intersection of science and practice.

ANS’ Patrick Center for Environmental Research embodies this applied focus. The center has been 

devoted to the health of watersheds since its founding in 1947 by pioneering scientist Dr. Ruth 

Patrick. It combines a world-renowned legacy of watershed science with new technologies and 

methods to produce high-caliber, credible results. Science teams apply physical, chemical and 

biological expertise at scales ranging from microscopic to basin-wide. The center works with 

diverse stakeholders, including government, community groups, industry and environmental 

organizations, to improve science-based environmental management and stewardship.

Monitoring and Research   

Science is at the core of the DRWI, and ANS is the Initiative’s water-science lead. Its scientists have 

designed and are implementing a comprehensive monitoring plan to measure the water quality 

and ecological impacts of protection and restoration strategies put in place across the basin. 

ANS has strategically located over 300 monitoring sites to separate out confounding factors and 

provide insights into which conservation strategies are most effective and should be replicated. 

Using ANS’ standardized protocols, scientists and dozens of cluster organizations are sampling 

amphibians, fish, crayfish, insects and algae; taking water chemistry measurements; and 

assessing habitat conditions. ANS will combine all the monitoring data into a single database, 

enabling basin-wide analyses that have never before been possible. ANS has also developed an 

online mapping tool, accessible to all partners, for visualizing and analyzing geographic data. 

Additionally, ANS is leading development of a broader research agenda to support the goals of 

the DRWI and identify essential research questions. Each question—such as how the smallest 

tributaries influence downstream water quality and what forest factors are most significant to the 

protection of water quality—has practical implications for the DRWI’s future implementation. From 

monitoring to research, ANS focuses on delivering science that will make a measureable difference 

in the Delaware River watershed and beyond. For more information, visit www.ansp.org/drwi.

National Fish and Wildlife Foundation (NFWF)

Since its creation by Congress in 1984 as an independent nonprofit organization, NFWF has 

become one of the world’s largest conservation grant-makers, working with both the public  

and private sectors to protect and restore our nation’s fish, wildlife, plants and habitats.

NFWF supports conservation efforts in all 50 states, U.S. territories and abroad. NFWF awards 

grants—more than 14,000 since its founding—through a competitive process and focuses on using 

the best science to get results and build a better future. Financial commitments to the conservation 

mission in the last three decades now top $2.9 billion.

Science is at the core 

of the DRWI, and 

ANS is the Initiative’s 

water-science lead. Its 

scientists have designed 

and are implementing 

a comprehensive 

monitoring plan to 

measure the water 

quality and ecological 

impacts of protection and 

restoration strategies put 

in place across the basin. 

Left top (left to right): Drexel 

University co-op Zachary Sykes  

and ANS scientists Stefanie Kroll  

and Kathryn Christopher use the 

SonTek RiverSurveyor to measure 

flow rate and discharge of Hayes 

Creek at Hickory Run State Park, 

Carbon County, Pa. Photo by Meg 

O’Donnell, ANS

Left, bottom: Fishing in the Delaware 

River near Washington Crossing State 

Park, PA. Photo by Jonathan Kolbe
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NFWF brings together individuals, government agencies, nonprofit organizations and  

corporations to protect and restore imperiled species, promote healthy rivers and estuaries, 

improve working landscapes for wildlife, advance sustainable fisheries and conserve water for 

wildlife and people. NFWF currently works with 15 federal partners and more than 45 corporate 

and foundation partners—including the William Penn Foundation, OSI and other DRWI partners. 

About the Delaware River Restoration Fund (DRRF) 

As part of the Initiative, NFWF launched the DRRF in 2013 to foster water-quality improvements 

and habitat restoration in targeted regions of the watershed. NFWF intends to award more than  

$2 million per annual cycle to outstanding projects through two categories of DRRF grants: 

• Targeted Implementation Grants will be awarded to nonprofits and local governments to 

implement on-the-ground restoration. These grants are earmarked to improve water quality  

and habitat within one or more of five clusters where restoration of degraded areas is a focus.

• Innovation Grants will be awarded to projects that address cross-cutting issues that represent 

unique opportunities for accelerating water quality improvements in the watershed. Grants may 

support innovative methods and new technologies that have the potential to drive down costs, 

expand the effectiveness of restoration practices and accelerate recovery. These projects may fall 

outside cluster boundaries but will be critical for overall water quality or that DRWI organizations 

can replicate within the clusters. For more information, visit www.nfwf.org/delaware.

Open Space Institute (OSI)

OSI protects scenic, natural and historic landscapes to provide public enjoyment, conserve 

habitat and sustain communities. It does so through land acquisition, financing, stewardship, 

research and advocacy. Founded in 1974 to protect significant landscapes in New York State, OSI 

has been a partner in the protection of over 2.2 million acres in eastern North America. A leader 

in environmental conservation, OSI leverages knowledge and attracts resources for strategic 

investments to make innovative land conservation happen. 

As a conservation finance intermediary, with a strong track record in translating science into 

action, OSI brings deep transactional experience and research capability to assisting land trusts. 

Having bought land and easements to protect 135,000 acres valued at over $200 million in New 

York State, OSI also operates as a conservation lender and re-granter, which has distributed over 

$112 million to land trusts from Canada to Georgia that have protected over 2 million acres valued  

at more than $730 million. OSI currently manages seven loan and grant funds totaling more than 

$28 million from 12 foundations, with conservation aims ranging from the protection of working 

forests and productive agricultural lands to watershed lands and wildlife habitat that hold the 

promise to remain resilient in the face of climate change. 

OSI began its land acquisition along the Catskills’ Beaverkill River over 40 years ago, and the 

organization rapidly became a leader in conservation across the entire region. OSI collaborated 

with New York State and New York City on land-protection strategies that maintain New York’s 

status as one of only five major American cities with water sources that do not require a filtration 

system. Outside New York, OSI has helped to protect lands—including throughout the Delaware 

River basin—that are critical to maintaining water quality for millions.

OSI has helped to 

protect lands—including 

throughout the Delaware 

River basin—that are 

critical to maintaining 

water quality for millions.

NFWF launched 

the Delaware River 

Restoration Fund  

in 2013 to foster  

water-quality 

improvements and 

habitat restoration  

on over 3,250 acres  

in targeted regions  

of the watershed. 
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OSI has three important roles in the DRWI:

• Providing capital grants and loans through a $9 million Delaware River Watershed Protection 

Fund to acquire lands that are essential to water quality, as well as smaller grants to develop and 

pilot new tools to advance how land protection ensures clean water. 

• Advancing learning within the watershed community about best practices, with a focus on 

disseminating applied research on effective approaches to maintaining healthy watersheds. 

• Leveraging public and private funding for watershed protection. 

For more information, visit www.osiny.org. 

The William Penn Foundation 

Founded in 1945 by Otto and Phoebe Haas, the Foundation is dedicated to improving quality of  

life in the Greater Philadelphia region. Its investments help increase educational opportunities and 

outcomes for children from low-income families; ensure a sustainable environment; support arts, 

culture, and accessible and vibrant public spaces; and advance regional philanthropy. Now in its 

seventh decade, the Foundation makes philanthropic investments of about $100 million annually.

The Foundation’s Watershed Protection Program focuses on the Delaware River basin in which 

the Philadelphia metropolitan region lies. About 5 percent of the nation’s population relies on this 

watershed for drinking water although it comprises only .04 percent of the total land area in the 

continental U.S. In addition, the basin includes large expanses of natural lands that protect clean water, 

provide habitat of regional and hemispheric importance, and mitigate the impacts of climate change.

The Foundation seeks to make significant progress in protecting water quality and supply in 

the region by testing and scaling up innovative and best management practices, including 

implementing nationally significant green-infrastructure work in Philadelphia, permanently 

protecting thousands of acres of critical watershed land, decreasing flows of polluted stormwater 

and agricultural run-off into priority streams, securing strong policies and substantially increasing 

the voices for watershed protection. To protect and restore clean water in the Delaware River 

basin, the Foundation invests about $30 million a year in three related areas:

• Watershed-wide research and advocacy focusing on big-picture issues and opportunities to 

improve policy and practice, restore degraded waters and protect headwaters and aquifers.

• Constituency-building emphasizing outdoor recreation on the region’s trails and rivers. By 

concentrating efforts to complete the Circuit, a defined network of 750 miles of connected trails, 

including environmental and recreation centers on those trails and along rivers, the Watershed 

Protection Program seeks to encourage outdoor activity and create an informed, engaged 

constituency for watershed protection.

• Implementation projects targeting carefully selected clusters of sub-watersheds that are small 

enough for the Foundation to make a measurable difference and large enough to impact the larger 

Delaware River watershed.

For more information, visit www.williampennfoundation.org.

The Foundation’s 

Watershed Protection 

Program focuses on the 

Delaware River basin, on 

which about 5 percent of 

the nation’s population 

relies for drinking water.
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For more information on the DRWI  
and the organizations participating  
in the Initiative, email info@DRWI.net.
Cover: Delaware River. Photo by Stephen Miller © 2015 The Delaware River Watershed Initiative



Poconos-Kittatinny 
Cluster
ONE of EIGHT PROJECT AREAS in the DELAWARE RIVER WATERSHED INITIATIVE 



Above: Photo by the Delaware 

Highlands Conservancy. Below: 

Flyfishing on the Neversink River. 

Photo by G. Belcamino

About the Poconos-Kittatinny Cluster
The Poconos-Kittatinny Cluster is located in the rugged Delaware River headwaters of the Pocono and 

High Allegheny Plateaus. It represents approximately 10 percent of the Delaware’s drainage area, 

encompassing 1,107 square miles and parts of three states. It includes portions of New York’s Catskills 

and Shawangunk Mountains, New Jersey’s Kittatinny Ridge and Pennsylvania’s Pocono Mountains. 

In Pennsylvania, the cluster contains approximately 20 percent of the Brodhead and most of the 

Bushkill drainages, as well as the smaller watersheds of Dingmans, Raymondskill, Sawkill, Shohola 

and Masthope Creeks. In New York, the cluster contains the Ten Mile, Neversink and Mongaup 

Rivers, along with the Shingle Kill, Mill Brook and Halfway Brook. The combination of vast forests, 

extensive wetlands and intact floodplains throughout the cluster produces high-quality streams 

and rivers where overall water quality ranges from good to excellent.

More than 25 percent of the cluster’s land is privately or publicly protected. The 70,000-acre 

Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area, owned by the National Park Service (NPS), is the 

most-visited park in the entire national park system. In the unique Upper Delaware Scenic and 

Recreational River NPS unit, though most of the land is privately owned, development is managed 

cooperatively with local townships under guidance provided by the NPS and the Upper Delaware 

Council. In addition, the three states own major holdings, and nonprofit conservation organizations 

protect other lands. This cluster is a mecca for outdoor recreation, with plentiful opportunities for 

canoeing, fishing, hunting, tubing, camping and hiking. About 50,000 acres have been privately 

preserved within the 866,000-acre landscape, and some, but not all of these lands have been 

protected to safeguard water quality.

Why This Cluster Matters
The cluster’s abundant forests and wetlands are critical to protecting water quality and quantity in 

the Delaware River. The Poconos region has been developed as a resort destination for surrounding 

metropolitan areas, and tourism is the single-largest economic driver. People who commute to  

New York City and northern New Jersey have flocked to Pennsylvania’s Pike and Monroe Counties, 

which have experienced significant increases in the number of permanent residents. This makes land 

protection essential in an area where rapid and poorly planned development is a growing concern.

Population growth has brought challenges as well as opportunities to this region. Local businesses 

and leaders often rely on development projects to provide jobs and revenue, but the degree to 

which land use and development decisions protect water quality varies with the local application of 

land-use law and design and engineering principles. Municipal officials must act upon development 

applications relatively quickly and may not always have the time and access to the technical 

resources needed to fully consider a project’s water-quality impacts. In addition, projects are usually 

reviewed individually without a way to measure the cumulative impacts of multiple projects on water 

quality or the potential economic impacts of reduced water quality in the region.

New energy infrastructure and shale gas development pose another critical threat. Inappropriate 

siting, construction and management of facilities and rights-of-way, especially for electric lines 

and gas pipelines, can have both immediate and long-term impacts on water quality. Once 

cleared, rights-of-way historically have been maintained by removing vegetation and suppressing 

regrowth with chemical treatment, which impedes natural processes for reestablishing forest 

cover and increases erosion and sedimentation in local streams.

AREA

1,107 square miles

DRINKING WATER SOURCE 
for 322,000 people

LAND COVER
79% Forested

4% Farmland

9% Urbanized

8% Other Uses

PROTECTED LAND

29% Protected

MAJOR THREATS
Residential and commercial 

development. With parts of the 

Poconos now a bedroom community 

for New York City and northern New 

Jersey, development can threaten the 

region’s significant economic activity 

that relies on forests, wetlands, 

clean water and floodplains.  Many 

development decisions are made 

without considering individual 

projects’ consequences for water 

quality or their cumulative effects  

on water quality.

Expansion of energy 

infrastructure. Inappropriate siting, 

construction and management of 

facilities and rights-of-way, especially 

for new electricity and gas lines, can 

cause both immediate and long-term 

damage to water quality. 
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About the Poconos-Kittatinny Cluster
The Poconos-Kittatinny Cluster is located in the rugged Delaware River headwaters of the Pocono and 

High Allegheny Plateaus. It represents approximately 10 percent of the Delaware’s drainage area, 

encompassing 1,107 square miles and parts of three states. It includes portions of New York’s Catskills 

and Shawangunk Mountains, New Jersey’s Kittatinny Ridge and Pennsylvania’s Pocono Mountains. 

In Pennsylvania, the cluster contains approximately 20 percent of the Brodhead and most of the 

Bushkill drainages, as well as the smaller watersheds of Dingmans, Raymondskill, Sawkill, Shohola 

and Masthope Creeks. In New York, the cluster contains the Ten Mile, Neversink and Mongaup 

Rivers, along with the Shingle Kill, Mill Brook and Halfway Brook. The combination of vast forests, 

extensive wetlands and intact floodplains throughout the cluster produces high-quality streams 

and rivers where overall water quality ranges from good to excellent.

More than 25 percent of the cluster’s land is privately or publicly protected. The 70,000-acre 

Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area, owned by the National Park Service (NPS), is the 

most-visited park in the entire national park system. In the unique Upper Delaware Scenic and 

Recreational River NPS unit, though most of the land is privately owned, development is managed 

cooperatively with local townships under guidance provided by the NPS and the Upper Delaware 

Council. In addition, the three states own major holdings, and nonprofit conservation organizations 

protect other lands. This cluster is a mecca for outdoor recreation, with plentiful opportunities for 

canoeing, fishing, hunting, tubing, camping and hiking. About 50,000 acres have been privately 

preserved within the 866,000-acre landscape, and some, but not all of these lands have been 

protected to safeguard water quality.

Why This Cluster Matters
The cluster’s abundant forests and wetlands are critical to protecting water quality and quantity in 

the Delaware River. The Poconos region has been developed as a resort destination for surrounding 

metropolitan areas, and tourism is the single-largest economic driver. People who commute to  

New York City and northern New Jersey have flocked to Pennsylvania’s Pike and Monroe Counties, 

which have experienced significant increases in the number of permanent residents. This makes land 

protection essential in an area where rapid and poorly planned development is a growing concern.

Population growth has brought challenges as well as opportunities to this region. Local businesses 

and leaders often rely on development projects to provide jobs and revenue, but the degree to 

which land use and development decisions protect water quality varies with the local application of 

land-use law and design and engineering principles. Municipal officials must act upon development 

applications relatively quickly and may not always have the time and access to the technical 

resources needed to fully consider a project’s water-quality impacts. In addition, projects are usually 

reviewed individually without a way to measure the cumulative impacts of multiple projects on water 

quality or the potential economic impacts of reduced water quality in the region.

New energy infrastructure and shale gas development pose another critical threat. Inappropriate 

siting, construction and management of facilities and rights-of-way, especially for electric lines 

and gas pipelines, can have both immediate and long-term impacts on water quality. Once 

cleared, rights-of-way historically have been maintained by removing vegetation and suppressing 

regrowth with chemical treatment, which impedes natural processes for reestablishing forest 

cover and increases erosion and sedimentation in local streams.
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region’s significant economic activity 

that relies on forests, wetlands, 

clean water and floodplains.  Many 

development decisions are made 

without considering individual 

projects’ consequences for water 

quality or their cumulative effects  

on water quality.

Expansion of energy 

infrastructure. Inappropriate siting, 

construction and management of 

facilities and rights-of-way, especially 

for new electricity and gas lines, can 

cause both immediate and long-term 

damage to water quality. 



Monitoring and Measurement
With robust monitoring and complementary research, improvements in land use and land protection will offer insight into the relationship 

between conservation and water quality, and provide the rationale for investment by downstream water utilities in source-water 

protection in the cluster. With a focus on maintaining the existing high water quality, monitoring will look for a stable signature—no change  

in water quality or degradation—in biological and chemical indicators associated with stream health. Macro-invertebrate and water 

chemistry monitoring will take place at approximately twelve locations, pairing sites upstream and downstream of land protection 

projects. Cluster organizations will collect fish samples as well as data on salamanders and algae. Watershed models will provide insight 

into the potential degradation averted through the permanent protection of key forest areas that may otherwise have experienced 

significant development. The cluster organizations are collaborating with Monroe and Pike Counties in Pennsylvania, and Orange County 

in New York, to obtain water-monitoring data to extend the range of sites, and will inform them of the Initiative’s activities.

Timeline and Investment Needs
As of January 2014, the estimated cost to address the stressors, protect critical landscapes, build constituencies and monitor impacts was 

just under $49 million over the next three years, with land protection constituting $36 million of this amount, and support for land use, 

energy planning outreach and monitoring totaling just under $13 million. The William Penn Foundation awarded $1.7 million in grants to 

advance this cluster’s plan in 2014, with additional support available through a competitive re-grant fund for land protection.

Focus Areas
The cluster plan targets the lands most important to maintaining water quality and amplifies efforts to protect them. Projects focus on  

four sub-watersheds: Upper Delaware River Corridor; Neversink River; Upper and Middle Brodhead Creek and Bush Kill/Hornbecks Creek.

The cluster organizations seek to protect a portfolio of key lands —forests, wetlands and floodplains—that preserve the landscape’s ability to 

filter water and regulate its flow, and that provide ecosystem services including water filtration and flood protection valued by downstream 

consumers in the hundreds of millions of dollars annually. Illustrating the benefits of forests in protecting water quality and the impact 

of development on watershed resources through modeling could help unite citizens and municipalities around implementation of strong 

conservation projects, practices and policies. Seventeen conservation projects targeting water quality are designed to protect an estimated 

10,000 acres and permanently conserve cold water trout streams. Other strategies encourage adoption of model ordinances and increase 

funding for the region. 

To amplify the pace and effectiveness of permanent protection efforts, the cluster organizations will:

Total investment needs through 2017: $49 Million

Land Protection: $36M Land Use, Energy Planning Outreach and Monitoring: $13M 

• Protect a portfolio of high-priority properties that 

deter forest fragmentation and deliver a high return for water 

protection, while also capitalizing on acquisition opportunities 

and leveraging available funding.

• Increase landowner enrollment in conservation-

related programs and their interest in permanent protection 

options (such as the Working Woodlands program, niche 

forest management and habitat programs through the Natural 

Resources Conservation Service and the Common Waters Fund).

• Strengthen the ability of municipalities in priority areas  

to conserve water quality by improving land-use regulations, 

creating a baseline by reviewing land-use regulations for  

31 priority areas, presenting results to county planning directors, 

evaluating gaps in land-use ordinances and engaging 

stakeholders in improving regulations.
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THE PROJECT TEAM FOR THE POCONOS-KITTATINNY CLUSTER INCLUDES:

Brodhead Watershed Association: Edie Stevens, edie.stevens@brodheadwatershed.org

Delaware Highlands Conservancy: Sue Currier, sue@delawarehighlands.org

East Stroudsburg University: Paul Wilson, pwilson@po-box.esu.edu

Natural Lands Trust: Diane Rosencrance, drosencrance@natlands.org

The Nature Conservancy—Pennsylvania Chapter: Ellen Lott, elott@tnc.org

Pinchot Institute for Conservation: Stephanie Pendergrass Dalke, spdalke@pinchot.org

Pocono Heritage Land Trust: Dawn Gorham, dgorham@phlt.org

The Trust for Public Land—New Jersey/Pennsylvania Office: Anthony Cucchi, anthony.cucchi@tpl.org

Pocono/Kittatinny Cluster Coordinator: Steven Schwartz, sschwartz@pinchot.org

 

The Delaware River Watershed Initiative
ACCELERATING CONSERVATION. ASSESSING IMPACT. 

The Delaware River Watershed Initiative is an unprecedented collaboration of more than 50 leading nonprofit organizations that  

have developed shared action plans to reduce threats to water quality in carefully targeted areas. Informed by science, the Initiative  

is designed to protect and restore ecological systems that provide drinking water to 15 million people and support $25 billion in  

water-related jobs and industry. 

The Initiative identified eight sub-watershed clusters that constitute 25 percent of the river basin and include portions of Delaware,  

New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania. Organizations working in these clusters developed shared priorities to accelerate land 

protection and restoration in the areas with the greatest potential for safeguarding or improving water quality. The Initiative will:

   • Accelerate the pace of conservation in the priority areas.

   • Assess water quality impacts at more than 300 sites over time. 

   • Amplify successful work by sharing results within and among clusters, as well as more broadly, to promote replication.

Launched in 2014, the Initiative began with a three-year, $35 million investment from the William Penn Foundation. This funding will  

drive early implementation of key projects to demonstrate the effectiveness of aligned work and create evidence-based funding 

opportunities in the clusters and other watersheds. It will enable the Initiative organizations to permanently protect more than  

30,000 acres of land crucial to safeguard waterways, complete about 40 restoration projects in degraded areas to improve water  

quality and pilot new protection and restoration incentives for landowners and businesses. The initial investment lays the groundwork 

for long-term collection of water quality data at an unparalleled scale. In total, the Initiative organizations identified an additional  

$190 million needed for critical work to measurably improve water quality by 2024. 

Working with the Foundation, the Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University, the Open Space Institute and the National Fish and 

Wildlife Foundation helped develop the Initiative and are deeply engaged in its implementation, which is actively supported by many 

other local, state and national partners.

Cover: Photo by Delaware Highlands Conservancy © 2015 The Delaware River Watershed Initiative



Upper Lehigh Cluster
ONE of EIGHT PROJECT AREAS in the DELAWARE RIVER WATERSHED INITIATIVE 



Why This Cluster Matters
The Lehigh River supplies drinking water to hundreds of thousands of people, and the abundant 

forests and wetlands of the Upper Lehigh are critical to protecting water quality and quantity in  

the Lehigh and Delaware Rivers. Excellent fishing areas and popular whitewater rapids bring 

substantial recreational and economic benefits to the region. 

There are 176 Natural Heritage Inventory sites in the Upper Lehigh Cluster that contain plants, 

animals and habitats at risk of local or global extinction. The cluster also contains four Important 

Bird Areas and five Important Mammal Areas. Together these areas support species of concern  

and broad expanses of natural ecosystems that protect Pennsylvania’s biodiversity. 

Forests and wetlands remain relatively abundant, but development has become a significant 

stressor. Poorly planned development has started to fragment the landscape, with negative 

implications for wildlife habitat, forest health and water quality. Deforestation is a major concern. 

A related stressor is the widespread impact of energy projects, such as new transmission lines 

and pipelines, on forests, streams and wetlands, as energy companies select routes to avoid 

population centers. For example, the potential construction of a major (230 kV) transmission  

line in the Upper Lehigh River watershed would clear-cut a 150-foot-wide corridor through  

more than 20 miles of forested lands, across the Lehigh River and 27 headwater streams. 

Dams have also degraded some in-stream habitat. At least 103 dams have been identified along 

upper tributaries, the vast majority of which no longer serve any purpose. These dams result in 

increased water temperature and sediment, decreased dissolved oxygen and degraded habitat 

where fish live and spawn.

About the Upper Lehigh Cluster
The Lehigh River is the second largest tributary to the Delaware River, and the Upper Lehigh Cluster 

encompasses the northern half of this watershed. Its headwaters originate from glacial bogs deep 

in the Pocono Plateau; the river then winds its way 103 miles through Pennsylvania’s Lehigh Valley 

to its confluence with the Delaware in the city of Easton. The upper reach of the Lehigh is one of 

Pennsylvania’s official Scenic Rivers, and the Lehigh Gorge is renowned for its spectacular scenery 

and whitewater. Key tributaries of the Lehigh River such as Aquashicola Creek, Drakes Creek,  

Mud Run and others tend to flow along the folds of the Appalachian Mountains known as the  

Ridge and Valley province.

The Upper Lehigh Cluster covers a 765-square-mile area, which includes portions of six counties, 

53 municipalities and more than 170,000 acres of protected land. Valuable wetlands exist in this 

cluster, covering approximately 35,000 acres. This region, which has been a conservation priority 

for more than a century, contains some of the best forests and gamelands in the state. Over 

the past several decades, the Lehigh’s water quality has improved dramatically. Pennsylvania 

classifies more than 20 percent of stream miles in the Upper Lehigh as Exceptional-Value waters, 

and an additional 46 percent as High-Quality cold water fisheries. Approximately 400 miles of 

Class-A streams harbor self-sustaining trout populations. Seventeen stream miles in the cluster  

are classified as wilderness trout streams. 

Improved environmental conditions have provided people with new and ever-expanding 

opportunities to connect with the river, as evidenced by the number of rafting and paddling 

outfitters and charter fishing companies operating in the Upper Lehigh.

AREA

765 square miles

DRINKING WATER SOURCE 
for 180,000 people

LAND COVER
70% Forested

9% Farmland

11% Urbanized

10% Other Uses

PROTECTED LAND

27% Protected

MAJOR THREATS
Increasing development. Poorly 

planned development has begun to  

fragment forests and degrade streams  

and wetlands. Deforestation is a primary  

concern because of its consequences 

for stream quality. Local officials may 

be unprepared in terms of land-use  

regulations, funding and staffing to  

protect the forests, streams and hillsides  

from inappropriate development. 

Energy companies often route trans-

mission and pipeline corridors through 

conservation lands to avoid population 

centers—another threat to natural areas.

Legacy stream alterations. The 

Upper Lehigh has more than 100 small 

dams, most of which are obsolete 

but continue to degrade the health 

of flowing-water ecosystems. Small 

dam removal can be a relatively simple 

process, which is cost-effective for 

improving water quality and restoring 

the connectivity of aquatic habitats. 

Re-establishing riparian buffers would 

also improve water quality as well as 

aquatic and terrestrial habitats.

Right: Volunteers plant American 

Chestnut trees to address a blight 

on the species. Left: Energy 

projects like the Buckeye Pipeline 

are fragmenting the watershed. 

Photos by Wildlands Conservancy. 



Why This Cluster Matters
The Lehigh River supplies drinking water to hundreds of thousands of people, and the abundant 

forests and wetlands of the Upper Lehigh are critical to protecting water quality and quantity in  

the Lehigh and Delaware Rivers. Excellent fishing areas and popular whitewater rapids bring 

substantial recreational and economic benefits to the region. 

There are 176 Natural Heritage Inventory sites in the Upper Lehigh Cluster that contain plants, 

animals and habitats at risk of local or global extinction. The cluster also contains four Important 

Bird Areas and five Important Mammal Areas. Together these areas support species of concern  

and broad expanses of natural ecosystems that protect Pennsylvania’s biodiversity. 

Forests and wetlands remain relatively abundant, but development has become a significant 

stressor. Poorly planned development has started to fragment the landscape, with negative 

implications for wildlife habitat, forest health and water quality. Deforestation is a major concern. 

A related stressor is the widespread impact of energy projects, such as new transmission lines 

and pipelines, on forests, streams and wetlands, as energy companies select routes to avoid 

population centers. For example, the potential construction of a major (230 kV) transmission  

line in the Upper Lehigh River watershed would clear-cut a 150-foot-wide corridor through  

more than 20 miles of forested lands, across the Lehigh River and 27 headwater streams. 

Dams have also degraded some in-stream habitat. At least 103 dams have been identified along 

upper tributaries, the vast majority of which no longer serve any purpose. These dams result in 

increased water temperature and sediment, decreased dissolved oxygen and degraded habitat 

where fish live and spawn.

About the Upper Lehigh Cluster
The Lehigh River is the second largest tributary to the Delaware River, and the Upper Lehigh Cluster 

encompasses the northern half of this watershed. Its headwaters originate from glacial bogs deep 

in the Pocono Plateau; the river then winds its way 103 miles through Pennsylvania’s Lehigh Valley 

to its confluence with the Delaware in the city of Easton. The upper reach of the Lehigh is one of 

Pennsylvania’s official Scenic Rivers, and the Lehigh Gorge is renowned for its spectacular scenery 

and whitewater. Key tributaries of the Lehigh River such as Aquashicola Creek, Drakes Creek,  

Mud Run and others tend to flow along the folds of the Appalachian Mountains known as the  

Ridge and Valley province.

The Upper Lehigh Cluster covers a 765-square-mile area, which includes portions of six counties, 

53 municipalities and more than 170,000 acres of protected land. Valuable wetlands exist in this 

cluster, covering approximately 35,000 acres. This region, which has been a conservation priority 

for more than a century, contains some of the best forests and gamelands in the state. Over 

the past several decades, the Lehigh’s water quality has improved dramatically. Pennsylvania 

classifies more than 20 percent of stream miles in the Upper Lehigh as Exceptional-Value waters, 

and an additional 46 percent as High-Quality cold water fisheries. Approximately 400 miles of 

Class-A streams harbor self-sustaining trout populations. Seventeen stream miles in the cluster  

are classified as wilderness trout streams. 

Improved environmental conditions have provided people with new and ever-expanding 

opportunities to connect with the river, as evidenced by the number of rafting and paddling 

outfitters and charter fishing companies operating in the Upper Lehigh.
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fragment forests and degrade streams  

and wetlands. Deforestation is a primary  

concern because of its consequences 

for stream quality. Local officials may 

be unprepared in terms of land-use  

regulations, funding and staffing to  

protect the forests, streams and hillsides  

from inappropriate development. 

Energy companies often route trans-

mission and pipeline corridors through 

conservation lands to avoid population 

centers—another threat to natural areas.

Legacy stream alterations. The 

Upper Lehigh has more than 100 small 

dams, most of which are obsolete 

but continue to degrade the health 

of flowing-water ecosystems. Small 

dam removal can be a relatively simple 

process, which is cost-effective for 

improving water quality and restoring 

the connectivity of aquatic habitats. 

Re-establishing riparian buffers would 

also improve water quality as well as 

aquatic and terrestrial habitats.

Right: Volunteers plant American 
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on the species. Left: Energy 

projects like the Buckeye Pipeline 

are fragmenting the watershed. 

Photos by Wildlands Conservancy. 



Total investment needs through 2017: $26 Million

Land Restoration: $415,000 Land Protection: $25.4M Monitoring and Outreach: $400,000

Focus Areas
This plan addresses the stressors of development and legacy stream alterations (dams) through a variety of projects that include land 

preservation, outreach to municipal and county officials, and stream-corridor restoration. The land-conservation goals of the plan 

include permanent protection of about 88 square miles that include 110 linear miles of Exceptional-Value and High-Quality streams. 

The Initiative organizations anticipate that this critical mass of conservation, combined with stream-corridor restoration projects, will 

measurably improve quality in impaired streams. 

The priority areas for this cluster include a large forested area centered on the Mud Run watershed that connects Hickory Run State Park with 

State Game Lands 127. Two additional priority areas for protection include an approximately 90-square-mile area centered on Bear Creek that 

abuts State Game Lands 91 and 119, and approximately 35 square miles around Wild Creek. In the northeastern region of the cluster the focus 

rests on the Tobyhanna and Tunkhannock watersheds and the headwaters of the Lehigh River. The final target is a large tract of contiguous 

forest that covers an 18-square-mile area along the Kittatinny Ridge and includes substantial areas of Lizard Creek and Aquashicola Creek. 

The cluster organizations will:

• Protect priority parcels of land through fee-simple acquisi-

tion, conservation easements, or long-term protection via incentive 

programs such as the USDA’s Forest Legacy program or The Nature 

Conservancy’s Working Woodlands program.

• Pursue dam removal and riparian buffer restoration  

to improve water quality and aquatic habitat.

• Seek land protection agreements that conserve 

Exceptional Value and High Quality streams, wetlands, intact 

forests, and Natural Areas Inventory Sites, with emphasis on  

21 high-priority parcels.

• Complete pilot projects with municipalities to demonstrate 

the benefits that sound land-use planning can bring to communities.

Monitoring and Measurement
Monitoring will take place in partnership with faculty and students from Lehigh University and Moravian College. Pre- and post-

restoration monitoring of stream restoration projects will include water chemistry (such as acidity, temperature, dissolved oxygen, 

phosphates and nitrogen), physical habitat assessments, and benthic macro-invertebrate and fish community surveys. A database  

of protected lands and natural resources will chart progress towards land protections for forests, wetlands and waterways.

Timeline and Investment Needs
As of January 2014, estimated costs to address the stressors, protect critical landscapes, build constituencies and monitor impacts 

totalled just over $26 million through 2017, including restoration totaling $415,000, land protection constituting $25.4 million, and 

monitoring and outreach totaling $400,000. Work began in 2014 with $1.2 million in grants from the William Penn Foundation with 

additional support available through competitive re-grant funds for land protection.
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THE PROJECT TEAM FOR THE UPPER LEHIGH CLUSTER INCLUDES:

Audubon Pennsylvania: Phillip Wallis, pwallis@audubon.org 

Natural Lands Trust: Molly Morrison, mmorrison@natlands.org

The Nature Conservancy—Pennsylvania Chapter: William Kunze, bkunze@tnc.org

North Pocono CARE: npcare@att.net 

Pocono Heritage Land Trust: Dawn Gorham, dgorham@phlt.org

North Branch Land Trust: Paul Lumia, lumia@nblt.org

Wildlands Conservancy: Christopher Kocher, ckocher@wildlandspa.org

 

The Delaware River Watershed Initiative
ACCELERATING CONSERVATION. ASSESSING IMPACT. 

The Delaware River Watershed Initiative is an unprecedented collaboration of more than 50 leading nonprofit organizations that  

have developed shared action plans to reduce threats to water quality in carefully targeted areas. Informed by science, the Initiative  

is designed to protect and restore ecological systems that provide drinking water to 15 million people and support $25 billion in  

water-related jobs and industry. 

The Initiative identified eight sub-watershed clusters that constitute 25 percent of the river basin and include portions of Delaware,  

New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania. Organizations working in these clusters developed shared priorities to accelerate land 

protection and restoration in the areas with the greatest potential for safeguarding or improving water quality. The Initiative will:

   • Accelerate the pace of conservation in the priority areas.

   • Assess water quality impacts at more than 300 sites over time. 

   • Amplify successful work by sharing results within and among clusters, as well as more broadly, to promote replication.

Launched in 2014, the Initiative began with a three-year, $35 million investment from the William Penn Foundation. This funding will  

drive early implementation of key projects to demonstrate the effectiveness of aligned work and create evidence-based funding 

opportunities in the clusters and other watersheds. It will enable the Initiative organizations to permanently protect more than  

30,000 acres of land crucial to safeguard waterways, complete about 40 restoration projects in degraded areas to improve water  

quality and pilot new protection and restoration incentives for landowners and businesses. The initial investment lays the groundwork 

for long-term collection of water quality data at an unparalleled scale. In total, the Initiative organizations identified an additional  

$190 million needed for critical work to measurably improve water quality by 2024. 

Working with the Foundation, the Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University, the Open Space Institute and the National Fish and 

Wildlife Foundation helped develop the Initiative and are deeply engaged in its implementation, which is actively supported by many 

other local, state and national partners.

Cover: Ben Ferenchak. “From the Falls - Jim Thorpe, PA.” 17 Oct 2010. Online image. Flickr. 17 Sep 2014. © 2015 The Delaware River Watershed Initiative



New Jersey Highlands 
Cluster
ONE of EIGHT PROJECT AREAS in the DELAWARE RIVER WATERSHED INITIATIVE 



A common stressor to the 
watershed is deforestation, 
shown here along Upper Paulins 
Kill. Photo by Wallkill River 
Watershed Management Group

Volunteers plant along the 

floodplain of Upper Paulins Kill  

to address deforestation. Photo 

by Wallkill River Watershed 

Management Group

Why This Cluster Matters
The rivers, lakes and trails of the New Jersey Highlands are among the most popular recreation spots 

in the state. Many rare species make their homes here. Significant open space and high-quality trout  

streams contribute to the expansive vistas and ample recreational opportunities in these watersheds. 

The New Jersey Highlands also provide drinking water for 5.4 million people, the majority of whom 

live outside the region. Most Highlands residents draw their water from private and community 

wells, making groundwater quality just as important as surface water quality. Currently, groundwater 

quality is typically good in the cluster. The main exception is groundwater in vulnerable shallow 

wells. Where porous limestone lies beneath portions of the Highlands, groundwater resources are 

especially susceptible to contamination from the surface. 

Despite its relative health, development and agriculture are stressing the natural system. Increased 

volumes of stormwater flow off tilled lands and hard surfaces like roads and rooftops, carrying pollutants 

that cause water quality and aquatic life to decline. Run-off from lawns, leaky septic systems and illicit 

septic connections also send significant amounts of nutrients and fecal coliform into the streams.

The loss and fragmentation of forests worsen the problem. With fewer trees, especially along 

shorelines and in headwater areas, the ecosystem has less capacity to filter pollutants, absorb 

stormwater and minimize floods. Wildlife loses habitat, and fish struggle in streams with warm 

water that is clouded with sediment.

As remnants of early waterpower and supply systems, dams are also disrupting in-stream habitat.  

Just as connected habitat in forested corridors is important, the connectivity of upstream and downstream 

reaches in a river is essential for the survival of both mussels and migratory fish like American shad.

About the New Jersey Highlands Cluster
The New Jersey Highlands Cluster comprises much of northwestern New Jersey and includes 

five major watersheds: Paulins Kill, Pequest River, Musconetcong River, Lopatcong Creek and 

Pohatcong Creek. The Paulins Kill and Musconetcong River are among the largest tributaries  

in New Jersey that drain to the Delaware River; these and the cluster’s other sub-watersheds 

capture a mixture of conditions representative of the Delaware’s more pristine headwaters  

as well as the heavily altered downstream portions further south in the basin. 

The entire New Jersey Highlands covers 1,343 square miles of the nationally significant  

Appalachian Highlands. It is part of the larger, federally designated Highlands Region that  

stretches from Pennsylvania to Connecticut, which contains one of the largest concentrations  

of intact forest on the east coast. The New Jersey Highlands region is a vital source of drinking 

water for millions of people in the state, and in 2004, New Jersey adopted the Highlands Water 

Protection and Planning Act to systematically protect and improve the quality and availability  

of its waters. 

The New Jersey Highlands Cluster covers 690 square miles of this region, which represents  

the watersheds in New Jersey that drain into the Delaware River. The cluster is immediately  

south of the Poconos, with the Kittatinny Ridge as its northern boundary. Inhabited for more  

than 12,000 years, this region has been actively mined, logged and farmed for over 300 years,  

and cities and towns have grown alongside its rivers and lakes. Nevertheless, forests and  

wetlands cover more than half of the land in the New Jersey Highlands, and their preservation  

has been a focus of leading conservation organizations for several decades. 

AREA

690 square miles

DRINKING WATER SOURCE 
for 5.4 million people

LAND COVER
48% Forested

30% Farmland

12% Urbanized

10% Other Uses

PROTECTED LAND

41% Protected

MAJOR THREATS
Stormwater. Unsewered and devel-

oped areas around Lake Hopatcong, 

Hackettstown, Bloomsbury, Washington,  

Belvidere and Phillipsburg have storm-

water and wastewater problems due 

to impervious cover and failing septic 

systems. The Musconetcong River, 

Lopatcong Creek and Upper Paulins  

Kill have established Total Maximum  

Daily Loads (TMDL—a calculation of the 

maximum amount of a pollutant that 

a water body can receive and still meet 

water quality standards) regulatory 

limit for disease-causing bacteria, and 

TMDLs are needed for other pollutants. 

Forest fragmentation and loss. 
Development is rapidly converting land.

Agricultural run-off. Poor grazing and  

tillage practices as well as improper 

manure management are responsible 

for nutrient pollution, loss of topsoil and  

siltation of streams in multiple portions 

of these watersheds, which have  

TMDLs set for agricultural nutrients, 

total suspended solids and bacteria. 

Dams. Dams impede the passage of  

fish, degrade stream habitat, disrupt 

natural stream flow, and store 

pollutants and sediments.

Suburban non-point source 

pollution. Run-off from residential 

lawns, corporate campuses, golf 

courses and impervious surfaces 

carries high amounts of fertilizer and 

other contaminants into waterways. 



A common stressor to the 
watershed is deforestation, 
shown here along Upper Paulins 
Kill. Photo by Wallkill River 
Watershed Management Group

Volunteers plant along the 

floodplain of Upper Paulins Kill  

to address deforestation. Photo 

by Wallkill River Watershed 

Management Group

Why This Cluster Matters
The rivers, lakes and trails of the New Jersey Highlands are among the most popular recreation spots 

in the state. Many rare species make their homes here. Significant open space and high-quality trout  

streams contribute to the expansive vistas and ample recreational opportunities in these watersheds. 

The New Jersey Highlands also provide drinking water for 5.4 million people, the majority of whom 

live outside the region. Most Highlands residents draw their water from private and community 

wells, making groundwater quality just as important as surface water quality. Currently, groundwater 

quality is typically good in the cluster. The main exception is groundwater in vulnerable shallow 

wells. Where porous limestone lies beneath portions of the Highlands, groundwater resources are 

especially susceptible to contamination from the surface. 

Despite its relative health, development and agriculture are stressing the natural system. Increased 

volumes of stormwater flow off tilled lands and hard surfaces like roads and rooftops, carrying pollutants 

that cause water quality and aquatic life to decline. Run-off from lawns, leaky septic systems and illicit 

septic connections also send significant amounts of nutrients and fecal coliform into the streams.

The loss and fragmentation of forests worsen the problem. With fewer trees, especially along 

shorelines and in headwater areas, the ecosystem has less capacity to filter pollutants, absorb 

stormwater and minimize floods. Wildlife loses habitat, and fish struggle in streams with warm 

water that is clouded with sediment.

As remnants of early waterpower and supply systems, dams are also disrupting in-stream habitat.  

Just as connected habitat in forested corridors is important, the connectivity of upstream and downstream 

reaches in a river is essential for the survival of both mussels and migratory fish like American shad.

About the New Jersey Highlands Cluster
The New Jersey Highlands Cluster comprises much of northwestern New Jersey and includes 

five major watersheds: Paulins Kill, Pequest River, Musconetcong River, Lopatcong Creek and 

Pohatcong Creek. The Paulins Kill and Musconetcong River are among the largest tributaries  

in New Jersey that drain to the Delaware River; these and the cluster’s other sub-watersheds 

capture a mixture of conditions representative of the Delaware’s more pristine headwaters  

as well as the heavily altered downstream portions further south in the basin. 

The entire New Jersey Highlands covers 1,343 square miles of the nationally significant  

Appalachian Highlands. It is part of the larger, federally designated Highlands Region that  

stretches from Pennsylvania to Connecticut, which contains one of the largest concentrations  

of intact forest on the east coast. The New Jersey Highlands region is a vital source of drinking 

water for millions of people in the state, and in 2004, New Jersey adopted the Highlands Water 

Protection and Planning Act to systematically protect and improve the quality and availability  

of its waters. 

The New Jersey Highlands Cluster covers 690 square miles of this region, which represents  

the watersheds in New Jersey that drain into the Delaware River. The cluster is immediately  

south of the Poconos, with the Kittatinny Ridge as its northern boundary. Inhabited for more  

than 12,000 years, this region has been actively mined, logged and farmed for over 300 years,  

and cities and towns have grown alongside its rivers and lakes. Nevertheless, forests and  

wetlands cover more than half of the land in the New Jersey Highlands, and their preservation  

has been a focus of leading conservation organizations for several decades. 

AREA

690 square miles

DRINKING WATER SOURCE 
for 5.4 million people

LAND COVER
48% Forested

30% Farmland

12% Urbanized

10% Other Uses

PROTECTED LAND

41% Protected

MAJOR THREATS
Stormwater. Unsewered and devel-

oped areas around Lake Hopatcong, 

Hackettstown, Bloomsbury, Washington,  

Belvidere and Phillipsburg have storm-

water and wastewater problems due 

to impervious cover and failing septic 

systems. The Musconetcong River, 

Lopatcong Creek and Upper Paulins  

Kill have established Total Maximum  

Daily Loads (TMDL—a calculation of the 

maximum amount of a pollutant that 

a water body can receive and still meet 

water quality standards) regulatory 

limit for disease-causing bacteria, and 

TMDLs are needed for other pollutants. 

Forest fragmentation and loss. 
Development is rapidly converting land.

Agricultural run-off. Poor grazing and  

tillage practices as well as improper 

manure management are responsible 

for nutrient pollution, loss of topsoil and  

siltation of streams in multiple portions 

of these watersheds, which have  

TMDLs set for agricultural nutrients, 

total suspended solids and bacteria. 

Dams. Dams impede the passage of  

fish, degrade stream habitat, disrupt 

natural stream flow, and store 

pollutants and sediments.

Suburban non-point source 

pollution. Run-off from residential 

lawns, corporate campuses, golf 

courses and impervious surfaces 

carries high amounts of fertilizer and 

other contaminants into waterways. 
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Monitoring and Measurement
Cluster organizations will monitor all elements of the plan to analyze impacts at the project scale, within the focus areas and across the 

entire cluster. Monitoring stations will be established at an upstream and downstream location for each focus area, for a total of eight 

stations managed primarily by the Academy of Natural Sciences. An additional 17 monitoring stations will track individual projects.  

The Nature Conservancy will collect data on dissolved oxygen, acidity, temperature and turbidity, as well as on macro-invertebrates  

and mussel populations. 

Timeline and Investment Needs
As of January 2014, the estimated cost for the work described in this plan was $32 million through 2017: over $5.5 million for restoration, 

$25.5 million for land protection, and just under $1 million for outreach activities. Work began in 2014 with $1.8 million in grants from 

the William Penn Foundation with additional support available through competitive re-grant funds for land protection and restoration.

Total investment needs through 2017: $32 Million

Agricultural and Ecological Restoration: $5.5M Land Protection: $25.5M Outreach: $1M 

Focus Areas
The New Jersey Highlands Cluster plan incorporates projects that involve pollution reduction, land conservation, stream restoration, dam 

removal, municipal easements, watershed planning, invasive species management, public outreach and monitoring. These projects will 

take place in four focus areas: the Upper Musconetcong, Lower Musconetcong, Lopatcong Creek and Upper Paulins Kill.

The goals of this cluster are to:

• Ensure no net loss of forest cover in the priority 

headwaters of the Upper Musconetcong, through land 

acquisition and conservation easements.

• Improve water quality in the Upper and Lower 

Musconetcong and Upper Paulins Kill, through restoration 

techniques that reduce contamination from phosphorous and 

fecal coliforms to achieve compliance with the New Jersey 

Surface Water Quality Standards. 

• Maintain or improve 10 miles of trout habitat by 

ensuring low water temperatures and compatible land uses in 

the Lopatcong Creek. 

• Increase habitat connectivity and improve ecosystem 

function of the stream corridor and floodplain through targeted 

protection and restoration of priority places along the Upper 

Paulins Kill and Lower Musconetcong River. 

Major Roads

Delaware River Basin

Protected Lands

Developed Lands

Major Rivers, Streams and Waterbodies

New Jersey Highlands Cluster Boundary

Focus Areas

Implementing Clean Water Priorities  
in the New Jersey Highlands Cluster
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THE PROJECT TEAM FOR THE NEW JERSEY HIGHLANDS CLUSTER INCLUDES:

Association of New Jersey Environmental Commissions: Jennifer Coffey, jcoffey@anjec.org

Hunterdon Land Trust: Patricia Ruby, pruby@hunterdonlandtrust.org

The Land Conservancy of New Jersey: David Epstein, dje@tlc-nj.org        

Musconetcong Watershed Association: Beth Barry, beth@musconetcong.org

The Nature Conservancy - New Jersey Chapter: Barbara Brummer, bbrummer@tnc.org

New Jersey Audubon Society: Eric Stiles, eric.stiles@njaudubon.org

New Jersey Conservation Foundation: Michele Byers, michele@njconservation.org

New Jersey Highlands Coalition: Julia Somers, julia@njhighlandscoalition.org

North Jersey RC&D: Grace Messinger, gmessinger@northjerseyrcd.org

Sussex County Municipal Utilities Authority —Wallkill River Watershed Management Group: 

Nathaniel Sajdak, nsajdak@scmua.org

Trout Unlimited: Gary Berti, gberti@tu.org

 

The Delaware River Watershed Initiative
ACCELERATING CONSERVATION. ASSESSING IMPACT. 

The Delaware River Watershed Initiative is an unprecedented collaboration of more than 50 leading nonprofit organizations that  

have developed shared action plans to reduce threats to water quality in carefully targeted areas. Informed by science, the Initiative  

is designed to protect and restore ecological systems that provide drinking water to 15 million people and support $25 billion in  

water-related jobs and industry. 

The Initiative identified eight sub-watershed clusters that constitute 25 percent of the river basin and include portions of Delaware,  

New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania. Organizations working in these clusters developed shared priorities to accelerate land 

protection and restoration in the areas with the greatest potential for safeguarding or improving water quality. The Initiative will:

   • Accelerate the pace of conservation in the priority areas.

   • Assess water quality impacts at more than 300 sites over time. 

   • Amplify successful work by sharing results within and among clusters, as well as more broadly, to promote replication.

Launched in 2014, the Initiative began with a three-year, $35 million investment from the William Penn Foundation. This funding will  

drive early implementation of key projects to demonstrate the effectiveness of aligned work and create evidence-based funding 

opportunities in the clusters and other watersheds. It will enable the Initiative organizations to permanently protect more than  

30,000 acres of land crucial to safeguard waterways, complete about 40 restoration projects in degraded areas to improve water  

quality and pilot new protection and restoration incentives for landowners and businesses. The initial investment lays the groundwork 

for long-term collection of water quality data at an unparalleled scale. In total, the Initiative organizations identified an additional  

$190 million needed for critical work to measurably improve water quality by 2024. 

Working with the Foundation, the Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University, the Open Space Institute and the National Fish and 

Wildlife Foundation helped develop the Initiative and are deeply engaged in its implementation, which is actively supported by many 

other local, state and national partners.

Cover: Lubbers Run Greenway, Upper Musconetcong. Photo by The Land Conservancy of New Jersey © 2015 The Delaware River Watershed Initiative



Middle Schuylkill  
Cluster
ONE of EIGHT PROJECT AREAS in the DELAWARE RIVER WATERSHED INITIATIVE 



Above: Erosion and unsecured 

manure storage are common 

stressors in the Middle Schuylkill 

Cluster. Below: Volunteers plant 

trees along the Tulpehocken Creek. 

Photos by Berks Conservancy

AREA

784 square miles

DRINKING WATER SOURCE 
for 350,000 people

LAND COVER
31% Forested

46% Farmland

16% Urbanized

7% Other Uses

PROTECTED LAND

5% Protected

MAJOR THREATS
Agricultural land use. Agriculture 

contributes to stream bank 

erosion, nutrient loading, excessive 

sedimentation, and the flushing 

of pesticides and veterinary 

pharmaceuticals into waterways. 

Stream ecosystems have degraded, 

impairing their ability to self-cleanse.

Urbanization and suburbanization. 

Land conversion and the loss of 

forested buffers have increased 

stormwater pollution in the region. 

About the Middle Schuylkill Cluster
The Schuylkill River that flows through this cluster is the Delaware River’s largest tributary.  

The Middle Schuylkill Cluster covers more than 500,000 acres and includes much of 

Pennsylvania’s Berks and Montgomery Counties and parts of Bucks, Lebanon and Lehigh Counties. 

It encompasses portions of the Schuylkill’s largest tributaries—Perkiomen Creek, Maiden Creek 

and Tulpehocken Creek—as well as Manatawny Creek and Monocacy Creek. Historically, this region 

was the “bread basket” of colonial America because it contains some of the basin’s most fertile 

farmland, and many of its communities are still tied to the land for this reason.

These five sub-watersheds are primarily rural, with 77 percent of the lands in farms or forests. 

Farmers use the land for row crops, pastures, dairy cattle and other livestock. Forests are 

associated with well-known highlands in the region, including the Oley and Unami Hills,  

Kittatinny Ridge and South Mountain. 

Reading and Pottstown are the biggest urban centers, though the cluster organizations have  

excluded much of the most-heavily developed areas to maintain focus on agricultural issues.

Why This Cluster Matters
The Middle Schuylkill Cluster contains 1,191 miles of streams, including 182 miles of High-Quality 

and Exceptional-Value streams that drain from the most-heavily forested lands. These important 

ecological and recreational resources support the greatest diversity of aquatic and terrestrial plant 

and animal life, and are popular fisheries for wild and stocked trout. The cluster also provides 

drinking water to more than 350,000 people nearby and downstream in Philadelphia.

Regrettably, intense land and water use have so degraded 352 miles (29 percent) of these 

waterways that they are on Pennsylvania’s list of officially impaired streams. Hundreds of 

additional stream miles are also measurably degraded. 

Agricultural practices and increasing urban and suburban development have caused the poor state 

of these streams. Many farms lack stream fencing, secure manure storage and plans for erosion 

control and nutrient management. This leads to erosion, nutrient loading, sedimentation and the 

presence of pesticides and veterinary pharmaceuticals in the water. Land conversion and the loss 

of forested buffers have increased stormwater pollution throughout the area. 

Assisting farmers to improve environmental stewarship practices has numerous benefits. Among 

them, the implementation of additional best farming practices will reduce the negative impacts 

of agriculture on water quality and will also help support and strengthen farms, keeping them 

productive. The open space agriculture provides is part of the fabric of the region and essential to 

preserving the sense of place. 



Above: Erosion and unsecured 

manure storage are common 

stressors in the Middle Schuylkill 

Cluster. Below: Volunteers plant 

trees along the Tulpehocken Creek. 

Photos by Berks Conservancy
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LAND COVER
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MAJOR THREATS
Agricultural land use. Agriculture 

contributes to stream bank 

erosion, nutrient loading, excessive 

sedimentation, and the flushing 

of pesticides and veterinary 

pharmaceuticals into waterways. 

Stream ecosystems have degraded, 

impairing their ability to self-cleanse.

Urbanization and suburbanization. 

Land conversion and the loss of 

forested buffers have increased 

stormwater pollution in the region. 

About the Middle Schuylkill Cluster
The Schuylkill River that flows through this cluster is the Delaware River’s largest tributary.  

The Middle Schuylkill Cluster covers more than 500,000 acres and includes much of 

Pennsylvania’s Berks and Montgomery Counties and parts of Bucks, Lebanon and Lehigh Counties. 

It encompasses portions of the Schuylkill’s largest tributaries—Perkiomen Creek, Maiden Creek 

and Tulpehocken Creek—as well as Manatawny Creek and Monocacy Creek. Historically, this region 

was the “bread basket” of colonial America because it contains some of the basin’s most fertile 

farmland, and many of its communities are still tied to the land for this reason.

These five sub-watersheds are primarily rural, with 77 percent of the lands in farms or forests. 

Farmers use the land for row crops, pastures, dairy cattle and other livestock. Forests are 

associated with well-known highlands in the region, including the Oley and Unami Hills,  

Kittatinny Ridge and South Mountain. 

Reading and Pottstown are the biggest urban centers, though the cluster organizations have  

excluded much of the most-heavily developed areas to maintain focus on agricultural issues.

Why This Cluster Matters
The Middle Schuylkill Cluster contains 1,191 miles of streams, including 182 miles of High-Quality 

and Exceptional-Value streams that drain from the most-heavily forested lands. These important 

ecological and recreational resources support the greatest diversity of aquatic and terrestrial plant 

and animal life, and are popular fisheries for wild and stocked trout. The cluster also provides 

drinking water to more than 350,000 people nearby and downstream in Philadelphia.

Regrettably, intense land and water use have so degraded 352 miles (29 percent) of these 

waterways that they are on Pennsylvania’s list of officially impaired streams. Hundreds of 

additional stream miles are also measurably degraded. 

Agricultural practices and increasing urban and suburban development have caused the poor state 

of these streams. Many farms lack stream fencing, secure manure storage and plans for erosion 

control and nutrient management. This leads to erosion, nutrient loading, sedimentation and the 

presence of pesticides and veterinary pharmaceuticals in the water. Land conversion and the loss 

of forested buffers have increased stormwater pollution throughout the area. 

Assisting farmers to improve environmental stewarship practices has numerous benefits. Among 

them, the implementation of additional best farming practices will reduce the negative impacts 

of agriculture on water quality and will also help support and strengthen farms, keeping them 

productive. The open space agriculture provides is part of the fabric of the region and essential to 

preserving the sense of place. 



Total investment needs through 2017: $28 Million

Agricultural Best Management Practices: $19MLand Protection: $7.5M Monitoring, Education, Outreach: $1.5M

Focus Areas
Agriculture, as the dominant land use, generates most of the impairments to Middle Schuylkill streams, in the form of nutrient loading, 

stormwater pollution and excessive sedimentation. The main goal of this plan is to reduce the environmental stressors associated with 

agricultural practices through better land and water use, and protection of priority areas. 

Focus watersheds include parts of Maiden Creek (including Saucony Creek), parts of Tulpehocken Creek (including Licking Creek,  

Spring Creek and Northkill Creek), Manatawny Creek and Upper Perkiomen Creek (home to the currently impaired Green Lane Reservoir). 

Although the primary focus in this cluster is restoration of impaired waters, land conservation also plays a role. Valuable forested reaches 

and other unique ecological resources represent important protection opportunities. This plan identifies three distinct areas of  

wooded hills with good water quality: Oley Hills, Western Highlands and Unami Forest. 

The cluster organizations will: 

• Pursue whole-farm implementation of restoration 
activities and best management practices in the areas of 

Saucony Creek and an unnamed tributary of Maiden Creek south 

of Christman Lake that have undergone considerable restoration, 

prioritized restoration sites and established monitoring locations. 

• Pilot restoration projects in areas that have a 
recognized need but require additional work to develop the 

necessary planning and prioritization, focusing on small stream 

segments of Licking Creek and an unnamed tributary of Maiden 

Creek in Albany Township that have the potential to demonstrate 

improvements from best management practices. 

Monitoring and Measurement
The Initiative will document and assess implementation of the Middle Schuylkill plan in three key areas:

   • in-stream water quality monitoring and assessments

   • farm-site monitoring and assessments 

   • volunteer monitoring and engagement.

Thirteen in-stream monitoring points will be located upstream and/or downstream of completed best management practices, and 

sampling will focus in the Maiden and Saucony Creeks. The monitoring will include Benthic macro-invertebrates, extensive chemical 

and fecal coliform monitoring, and visual habitat assessments using state protocols. Initiative organizations will photograph best 

management practices installed at each farm site, and a trained biologist will monitor the sites at least biannually to assess compliance, 

vegetation growth and functionality. Local watershed organizations will help develop a volunteer-led water-quality sampling program in 

the Maiden, Tulpehocken, Manatawny and Upper Perkiomen Creek watersheds. 

Timeline and Investment Needs
As of January 2014, estimated costs to address agricultural stressors, build constituencies and conserve important lands were nearly  

$28 million through 2017, including land protection totaling $7.5 million, assistance with agricultural best management practices 

constituting nearly $19 million, and monitoring, education and outreach activities requiring over $1.5 million. Work began in 2014  

with $990,000 in grants from the William Penn Foundation, with additional support through a competitive re-grant fund for restoration.

Northkill
Creek

• Target portions of Northkill Creek, Spring Creek and 
Manatawny Creek as “incubator” areas where efforts  

will focus on building local capacity to complete restoration 

projects, acquire baseline monitoring data and refine 

implementation targets.

• Protect 500 acres of important land in the hilly 
wooded areas, preserving the best water quality in the 

watershed and safeguarding the significant investments already 

made in these woodlands.
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THE PROJECT TEAM FOR THE MIDDLE SCHUYLKILL CLUSTER INCLUDES:

Berks Conservancy: Kimberly Murphy, kim.murphy@berks-conservancy.org

Natural Lands Trust: Molly Morrison, mmorrison@natlands.org

Partnership for the Delaware Estuary: Jennifer Adkins, jadkins@delawarestuary.org

Stroud Water Research Center: Bernard Sweeney, sweeney@stroudcenter.org

as well as more than twenty local stakeholder organizations

 

The Delaware River Watershed Initiative
ACCELERATING CONSERVATION. ASSESSING IMPACT. 

The Delaware River Watershed Initiative is an unprecedented collaboration of more than 50 leading nonprofit organizations that  

have developed shared action plans to reduce threats to water quality in carefully targeted areas. Informed by science, the Initiative  

is designed to protect and restore ecological systems that provide drinking water to 15 million people and support $25 billion in  

water-related jobs and industry. 

The Initiative identified eight sub-watershed clusters that constitute 25 percent of the river basin and include portions of Delaware,  

New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania. Organizations working in these clusters developed shared priorities to accelerate land 

protection and restoration in the areas with the greatest potential for safeguarding or improving water quality. The Initiative will:

   • Accelerate the pace of conservation in the priority areas.

   • Assess water quality impacts at more than 300 sites over time. 

   • Amplify successful work by sharing results within and among clusters, as well as more broadly, to promote replication.

Launched in 2014, the Initiative began with a three-year, $35 million investment from the William Penn Foundation. This funding will  

drive early implementation of key projects to demonstrate the effectiveness of aligned work and create evidence-based funding 

opportunities in the clusters and other watersheds. It will enable the Initiative organizations to permanently protect more than  

30,000 acres of land crucial to safeguard waterways, complete about 40 restoration projects in degraded areas to improve water  

quality and pilot new protection and restoration incentives for landowners and businesses. The initial investment lays the groundwork 

for long-term collection of water quality data at an unparalleled scale. In total, the Initiative organizations identified an additional  

$190 million needed for critical work to measurably improve water quality by 2024. 

Working with the Foundation, the Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University, the Open Space Institute and the National Fish and 

Wildlife Foundation helped develop the Initiative and are deeply engaged in its implementation, which is actively supported by many 

other local, state and national partners.

Cover: Kittatinny Ridge, Weiser State Forest. Photo by Berks Conservancy © 2015 The Delaware River Watershed Initiative



Schuylkill Highlands 
Cluster
ONE of EIGHT PROJECT AREAS in the DELAWARE RIVER WATERSHED INITIATIVE 



Why This Cluster Matters
The Schuylkill Highlands include a unique concentration of the state’s Exceptional-Value and 

High-Quality streams close to Philadelphia. Both Chester County and Berks County have identified 

the Hopewell Big Woods as an important conservation area, and many of the municipalities have 

programs that help to protect their remaining open lands, resulting in 31,840 acres of protected 

land (about 30 percent of the entire area). In Berks County, where many of the high-priority lands 

are located, diminished public resources for forest preservation present an ongoing challenge.

The principal threat to this cluster’s streams is development and suburban sprawl. Development 

converts natural and agricultural lands to acres of roads, rooftops and parking lots. It first disturbs 

the earth and washes sediment into streams, permanently modifying the flow of water through 

the stream system by increasing the volume and speed of stormwater run-off. This conversion  

of land has reduced the size of streamside forests—a natural buffer essential for maintaining  

in-stream ecosystems.

Chester County has long been one of the fastest-growing counties in Pennsylvania. Low-density 

suburban development is spreading from the south and east to the north, especially in Schuylkill 

River municipalities and the Route 100 corridor. The negative impacts of development have 

particularly affected water quality in the Pickering and Stony Creek watersheds.

About the Schuylkill Highlands Cluster
The Schuylkill Highlands Cluster comprises the Pickering, French, Pigeon, Stony, Sixpenny and Hay 

Creeks. These Pennsylvania waterways generally run west to east, from the forested hills of the 

Hopewell Big Woods area of southern Berks and northern Chester Counties, across a mix of pastoral 

and suburban landscapes, to the Phoenixville area—where both the French and Pickering Creeks 

empty into the Schuylkill River. Hay Creek is an exception, running southwest to northeast and 

emptying directly into the Schuylkill River at Birdsboro. The Schuylkill Highlands include parts of six 

municipalities in Berks County and fifteen in Chester County. 

The cluster is located within the Schuylkill Highlands Conservation Landscape and the Pennsylvania 

Highlands region. It is part of the federally designated Highlands that stretches from Pennsylvania to 

Connecticut, encompassing one of the largest areas of intact forests on the East Coast.

Much of the land is wooded or in agriculture. Pennsylvania’s French Creek State Park and the National 

Park Service’s Hopewell Furnace National Historic Site are both in the heart of the Hopewell Big 

Woods, along with the Crows Nest Preserve of the Natural Lands Trust and State Game Lands 43. 

Chester County’s Warwick County Park is located near the lower, eastern edge of the Hopewell Big 

Woods. There are many other municipal parks throughout the cluster. Birdsboro Authority, the water 

provider for the borough, owns a 1,200-acre tract just northwest of French Creek State Park that is 

under a federal “Forest Legacy” conservation easement.
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Why This Cluster Matters
The Schuylkill Highlands include a unique concentration of the state’s Exceptional-Value and 

High-Quality streams close to Philadelphia. Both Chester County and Berks County have identified 

the Hopewell Big Woods as an important conservation area, and many of the municipalities have 

programs that help to protect their remaining open lands, resulting in 31,840 acres of protected 

land (about 30 percent of the entire area). In Berks County, where many of the high-priority lands 

are located, diminished public resources for forest preservation present an ongoing challenge.

The principal threat to this cluster’s streams is development and suburban sprawl. Development 

converts natural and agricultural lands to acres of roads, rooftops and parking lots. It first disturbs 

the earth and washes sediment into streams, permanently modifying the flow of water through 

the stream system by increasing the volume and speed of stormwater run-off. This conversion  

of land has reduced the size of streamside forests—a natural buffer essential for maintaining  

in-stream ecosystems.

Chester County has long been one of the fastest-growing counties in Pennsylvania. Low-density 

suburban development is spreading from the south and east to the north, especially in Schuylkill 

River municipalities and the Route 100 corridor. The negative impacts of development have 

particularly affected water quality in the Pickering and Stony Creek watersheds.

About the Schuylkill Highlands Cluster
The Schuylkill Highlands Cluster comprises the Pickering, French, Pigeon, Stony, Sixpenny and Hay 

Creeks. These Pennsylvania waterways generally run west to east, from the forested hills of the 

Hopewell Big Woods area of southern Berks and northern Chester Counties, across a mix of pastoral 

and suburban landscapes, to the Phoenixville area—where both the French and Pickering Creeks 

empty into the Schuylkill River. Hay Creek is an exception, running southwest to northeast and 

emptying directly into the Schuylkill River at Birdsboro. The Schuylkill Highlands include parts of six 

municipalities in Berks County and fifteen in Chester County. 

The cluster is located within the Schuylkill Highlands Conservation Landscape and the Pennsylvania 

Highlands region. It is part of the federally designated Highlands that stretches from Pennsylvania to 

Connecticut, encompassing one of the largest areas of intact forests on the East Coast.

Much of the land is wooded or in agriculture. Pennsylvania’s French Creek State Park and the National 

Park Service’s Hopewell Furnace National Historic Site are both in the heart of the Hopewell Big 

Woods, along with the Crows Nest Preserve of the Natural Lands Trust and State Game Lands 43. 

Chester County’s Warwick County Park is located near the lower, eastern edge of the Hopewell Big 

Woods. There are many other municipal parks throughout the cluster. Birdsboro Authority, the water 

provider for the borough, owns a 1,200-acre tract just northwest of French Creek State Park that is 

under a federal “Forest Legacy” conservation easement.
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Focus Areas
The principal goal of the Schuylkill Highlands plan is to preserve the existing water quality of the most pristine headwater streams 

by conserving an additional 2,000 acres and implementing a suite of restoration and stewardship projects. The plan also calls for 

improvements to road design, which is a significant factor for stream health in rural areas. The cluster will target land-protection  

efforts in the following focus areas, all tributaries of the Schuylkill River: Pigeon Creek and Stony Run in Chester County, Sixpenny  

and Hay Creeks in Berks County, and the upper reaches of French Creek in Berks and Chester Counties.

The goals are to:

• Identify at least 50 landowners of critical land 
parcels in Chester County who are eligible for existing 

county preservation programs, and conduct outreach designed 

to elicit 20 applications to preservation funding programs and an  

equal number for implementing best management practices.

• Establish a preservation program in Berks County 

with grant funds providing incentives to landowners, generate  

a landowner list and conduct outreach designed to elicit  

10 applications.

• Conduct five workshops for large property land 
managers, municipalities and residents to demonstrate 

beneficial land management, stewardship and preventative 

measures on varying property types, including residential 

and public lands. Themes such as wildlife benefits, long-term 

cost savings and aesthetic appeal will be emphasized on both 

residential and public lands.

• Use GIS-computer modeling to produce analytic tools that 

provide insight on watershed stressors, support conservation 

scenario investigations and predict long-term outcomes.

Monitoring and Measurement
A rigorous water-quality monitoring program will help determine if conservation/restoration programs are producing the intended 

outcomes. The key water-quality indicators selected for monitoring include macro-invertebrates and freshwater mussels; chloride, 

conductivity and acidity; total phosphate; nitrate and dissolved oxygen; and suspended solids. Sampling in the headwaters will also 

monitor bacteria levels including fecal coliforms. GIS modeling will integrate weather, land-use and stream-sampling data to identify 

variables that account for year-to-year fluctuations.

Timeline and Investment Needs
As of January 2014, estimated costs to protect critical landscapes, build constituencies and monitor impacts were approximately  

$14 million over the next three years, with land protection constituting $11 million and monitoring, municipal assistance and other 

outreach and coordination totaling $3 million. Work began in 2014 with $1.7 million in grants from the William Penn Foundation with 

additional support available through competitive re-grant funds for land protection.

Total investment needs through 2017: $14 Million

Land Protection: $11M Monitoring, Municipal Assistance, Outreach: $3M

Pigeon Creek

Implementing Clean Water Priorities  
in the Schuylkill Highlands Cluster
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THE PROJECT TEAM FOR THE SCHUYLKILL HIGHLANDS CLUSTER INCLUDES:

Berks Conservancy: Kimberly Murphy, kim.murphy@berks-conservancy.org 

Chester County Water Resources Authority: Jan Bowers, jbowers@chesco.org

French and Pickering Creeks Conservation Trust: D. Pitz, apitz@frenchandpickering.org

Green Valleys Watershed Association: Victoria Laubach, victoria@greenvalleys.org

Natural Lands Trust: Molly Morrision, mmorrison@natlands.org

Partnership for the Delaware Estuary: Jennifer Adkins, jadkins@delawareestuary.org

Audubon Pennsylvania: Phillip Wallis, pwallis@audubon.org

Stroud Water Research Center: Bernard Sweeney, sweeney@stroudcenter.org

 

The Delaware River Watershed Initiative
ACCELERATING CONSERVATION. ASSESSING IMPACT. 

The Delaware River Watershed Initiative is an unprecedented collaboration of more than 50 leading nonprofit organizations that  

have developed shared action plans to reduce threats to water quality in carefully targeted areas. Informed by science, the Initiative  

is designed to protect and restore ecological systems that provide drinking water to 15 million people and support $25 billion in  

water-related jobs and industry. 

The Initiative identified eight sub-watershed clusters that constitute 25 percent of the river basin and include portions of Delaware,  

New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania. Organizations working in these clusters developed shared priorities to accelerate land 

protection and restoration in the areas with the greatest potential for safeguarding or improving water quality. The Initiative will:

   • Accelerate the pace of conservation in the priority areas.

   • Assess water quality impacts at more than 300 sites over time. 

   • Amplify successful work by sharing results within and among clusters, as well as more broadly, to promote replication.

Launched in 2014, the Initiative began with a three-year, $35 million investment from the William Penn Foundation. This funding will  

drive early implementation of key projects to demonstrate the effectiveness of aligned work and create evidence-based funding 

opportunities in the clusters and other watersheds. It will enable the Initiative organizations to permanently protect more than  

30,000 acres of land crucial to safeguard waterways, complete about 40 restoration projects in degraded areas to improve water  

quality and pilot new protection and restoration incentives for landowners and businesses. The initial investment lays the groundwork 

for long-term collection of water quality data at an unparalleled scale. In total, the Initiative organizations identified an additional  

$190 million needed for critical work to measurably improve water quality by 2024. 

Working with the Foundation, the Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University, the Open Space Institute and the National Fish and 

Wildlife Foundation helped develop the Initiative and are deeply engaged in its implementation, which is actively supported by many 

other local, state and national partners.

Cover: Photo by Natural Lands Trust © 2015 The Delaware River Watershed Initiative



Upstream Suburban 
Philadelphia Cluster
ONE of EIGHT PROJECT AREAS in the DELAWARE RIVER WATERSHED INITIATIVE 



AREA

132 square miles

DRINKING WATER SOURCE 
for 1.7 million people

LAND COVER
17% Forested

14% Farmland

67% Urbanized

2% Other Uses

PROTECTED LAND

3% Protected

MAJOR THREATS
Urbanization. The conversion of open  

land to impervious cover has increased 

stormwater runoff, causing high-

volume and high-velocity stream flows,  

flooding, sedimentation and pollutant 

and nutrient loading. Urbanization 

has also altered streams, indirectly 

through excessive stormwater flows 

and directly through human actions 

such as the hardening of stream 

banks and converting streams into 

underground storm sewers. Natural 

riparian buffers, associated uplands 

and connections between streams and 

their floodplains have been lost.

Deficient stormwater infrastructure.  

Much of the cluster’s stormwater 

infrastructure pre-dates modern 

stormwater management methods. 

Existing components such as culverts 

and channelized streams are either 

outdated or undersized, contributing 

to flooding and poor stormwater 

management. 

Improper WWTP and sewer infra-

structure. Pollutants and nutrients 

may be introduced to streams via 

WWTP and sewer outfalls. These may  

be caused by leaky pipes and illicit 

connections to the stormwater system. 

About the Upstream Suburban  
Philadelphia Cluster
Five hydrologically separated stream systems run through the Upstream Suburban Philadelphia Cluster 

of Watersheds. The Pennypack, Tookany and Wissahickon Creeks flow into the city from the northwest, 

while the Cobbs and Poquessing define the city limits to the southwest and northeast, respectively.

These watersheds encompass 193 square miles, including 61 square miles within the City of Philadelphia,  

outside the cluster boundary. The cluster includes the upstream suburban portions of these watersheds  

in Bucks, Delaware and Montgomery Counties, where about 400,000 people reside. The waterways lie  

within the nation’s sixth-most-populous metropolitan area and are heavily urbanized. Most of the land-

scape is developed and has been converted to impervious surfaces—roads, parking lots, buildings—that 

generally cover from 25 to 50 percent of the landscape but can reach much higher percentages in town 

centers. The cluster’s streams flow through all or parts of 36 different municipalities including historic  

boroughs, as well as first- and second-class townships, governed by nearly 300 elected officials. 

Almost all of the reaches of the cluster’s waterways are on Pennsylvania’s list of impaired streams due 

primarily to urban stormwater runoff and secondarily to excessive sediment and nutrient pollution. 

The region includes an extensive network of streamside parks and greenways that provide significant 

ecosystem services as well as recreational opportunities. Over 70 miles of walking paths and multi-

use trails extend within and along the stream corridors of all five watersheds. Some notable examples 

are the greenway along the Pennypack and the Green Ribbon Trail along the Wissahickon. Despite 

the important parks in the cluster, this area has extremely limited land available for protection, so the 

Initiative will need to acheive water quality improvements through restoration of degraded areas.

Why This Cluster Matters
Urbanization is the greatest stressor to the Upstream Suburban Philadelphia Cluster. Poorly managed 

and unmanaged stormwater flows are the most severe stressors and are of particular concern given 

that this cluster comprises the most densely developed landscape in the Delaware River basin. 

Additionally, effluent from wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) contributes large portions of 

base flow in many of the cluster’s stream tributaries and causes nutrient pollution. The furious flush 

of stormwater across extensive impervious surfaces overwhelms streams and severely restricts 

groundwater recharge. As the water flows across streets and parking lots, it collects heavy metals, 

petrochemicals, garbage and other harmful substances and delivers them directly into waterways. 

In headwater areas further upstream, public groundwater withdrawals for drinking water deplete streams 

that are left to be replenished by wastewater treatment plant discharges, resulting in stream flows  

that are at times predominately treated effluent. The Wissahickon Creek is an example of an effluent-

dominated stream, which flows into the Schuylkill River just upstream of one of Philadelphia’s drinking 

water intakes. The confluences of both Pennypack and Poquessing Creeks with the Delaware River are 

also near the Baxter Water Treatment Plant, the city’s largest drinking water intake and treatment facility.

Philadelphia is home to one of the nation’s most innovative approaches to reduce stormwater pollution and  

restore water quality with a $2.5 billion plan to install over 10,000 acres of “green” practices, transforming 

Philadelphia into an “emerald city.” But stormwater issues don’t stop at the city line. Restoration projects  

in the suburbs upstream of the city could make a major difference in this unprecedented effort to restore 

waterways degraded by centuries of industrialization and urban development, benefitting both the 

upstream communities and downstream users.

Abington Junior High School 

students volunteer to remove 

invasive species along the riparian 

buffer of the Tacony Creek. Photo 

by the Tookany/Tacony-Frankford 

Watershed Partnership. Below: 

Because of large withdrawals 

for drinking water, treated 

wastewater dominates the 

baseflow in the headwaters of 

the Wissahickon Creek during dry 

weather. Photo by Jamie Stewart
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generally cover from 25 to 50 percent of the landscape but can reach much higher percentages in town 

centers. The cluster’s streams flow through all or parts of 36 different municipalities including historic  

boroughs, as well as first- and second-class townships, governed by nearly 300 elected officials. 

Almost all of the reaches of the cluster’s waterways are on Pennsylvania’s list of impaired streams due 

primarily to urban stormwater runoff and secondarily to excessive sediment and nutrient pollution. 

The region includes an extensive network of streamside parks and greenways that provide significant 

ecosystem services as well as recreational opportunities. Over 70 miles of walking paths and multi-

use trails extend within and along the stream corridors of all five watersheds. Some notable examples 

are the greenway along the Pennypack and the Green Ribbon Trail along the Wissahickon. Despite 

the important parks in the cluster, this area has extremely limited land available for protection, so the 

Initiative will need to acheive water quality improvements through restoration of degraded areas.

Why This Cluster Matters
Urbanization is the greatest stressor to the Upstream Suburban Philadelphia Cluster. Poorly managed 

and unmanaged stormwater flows are the most severe stressors and are of particular concern given 

that this cluster comprises the most densely developed landscape in the Delaware River basin. 

Additionally, effluent from wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) contributes large portions of 

base flow in many of the cluster’s stream tributaries and causes nutrient pollution. The furious flush 

of stormwater across extensive impervious surfaces overwhelms streams and severely restricts 

groundwater recharge. As the water flows across streets and parking lots, it collects heavy metals, 

petrochemicals, garbage and other harmful substances and delivers them directly into waterways. 

In headwater areas further upstream, public groundwater withdrawals for drinking water deplete streams 

that are left to be replenished by wastewater treatment plant discharges, resulting in stream flows  

that are at times predominately treated effluent. The Wissahickon Creek is an example of an effluent-

dominated stream, which flows into the Schuylkill River just upstream of one of Philadelphia’s drinking 

water intakes. The confluences of both Pennypack and Poquessing Creeks with the Delaware River are 
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Philadelphia is home to one of the nation’s most innovative approaches to reduce stormwater pollution and  

restore water quality with a $2.5 billion plan to install over 10,000 acres of “green” practices, transforming 

Philadelphia into an “emerald city.” But stormwater issues don’t stop at the city line. Restoration projects  
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Total investment needs through 2017: $40 Million

Land Restoration: $34M Monitoring, Outreach, Modeling, Technical Assistance: $6M

Focus Areas
Because land in this cluster is largely built out, with limited places for new development or land protection, most opportunities to improve 

water quality lie in the restoration of urbanized lands through which the five stream systems flow. The cluster organizations plan to 

complete 28 projects through 2017. To ensure that these investments produce significant impacts that are evidenced by water-quality 

monitoring and modeling, this plan is concentrating capital investments in the following highly focused “micro-watersheds”: 

• Cobbs Creek tributary East Branch Indian Creek 

• Pennypack Creek headwaters in Horsham Township 

• Tookany Creek portion of the Tookany/Tacony-Frankford mainstem and tributary Jenkintown Creek

• Wissahickon Creek headwaters in Upper Gwynedd Township

• Wissahickon Creek tributaries Sandy Run and Rapp Run

To achieve measurable impact in these locations the cluster organizations will implement the following types of projects:

• Stormwater management: retrofit existing stormwater 

detention basins that are antiquated or poorly performing  

and incorporate infiltration and extended detention features; 

install “green roofs” and rain gardens. 

• Stream-channel restoration: stabilize and restore  

stream banks, and naturalize stream channels.

• Protection and restoration of uplands: establish new 

riparian buffers and increase connectivity of riparian corridors,  

improve habitat by planting trees and creating meadows,  

improve stormwater management and secure easements  

to enhance protection of natural areas.

• Wastewater treatment plant and sewer  
infrastructure improvements: replace or repair  

damaged sewer lines, disconnect illicit connections, and  

repair and upgrade treatment plants.

• Education and outreach: coordinate and target public  

and municipal education and outreach to build support  

to fund and sustain stormwater best practices; improve 

municipal stormwater-management practices and policies; 

empower citizen leaders/constituents to advocate for  

improved water quality; and increase municipal financial  

support for green infrastructure.

Monitoring and Measurement
The monitoring for this plan has two goals: to evaluate the effectiveness of stormwater controls and to determine where to install 

new controls. Each of the five focus areas will have monitoring stations of varying levels of intensity. Cluster organizations will identify 

additional monitoring points to correspond with new or upgraded stormwater controls. Measurement will include hydrologic and hydraulic 

modeling that university professionals will conduct on a site and sub-watershed basis. Along with monitoring, the modeling will seek to 

accurately predict the effects of stormwater controls and provide an analytical framework for planning and sequencing future controls. 

University researchers, members of watershed groups and trained citizens will collect the monitoring data. The project team will 

develop a suite of tools that will engage citizens in monitoring. For example, a web-based, interactive map will invite direct public input, 

including pictures, comments and project profiles, and enable the sharing of project information through social media. A smartphone 

app will allow citizens to submit monitoring data in a standardized form or simply view project information; the app will link with specific 

monitoring sites by placing a Quick Response (QR) Code on signage in the field. The cluster team will offer a robust training program to 

recruit volunteers and strengthen their monitoring programs.

Timeline and Investment Needs
As of January 2014, estimated costs to successfully launch the restoration of selected waterways in the cluster totalled $40 million over 

the next three years, including monitoring ($2.5 million), education and outreach, modeling and technical assistance ($3.5 million). Costs 

related to restoration of buffers, uplands and streams, and stormwater retrofits total $34 million. The William Penn Foundation has 

awarded $3.42 million for the work in this cluster with additional support (about $1 million) provided through competitive restoration 

grants also funded by the William Penn Foundation and managed via the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation.
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THE PROJECT TEAM FOR THE UPPER SUBURBAN PHILADELPHIA CLUSTER INCLUDES:

Friends of Poquessing Watershed: Donna Remick, dremick@friendsofpoquessing.org

Lower Merion Conservancy: Patty Thompson, patty@lmconservancy.org

Pennsylvania Environmental Council: Patrick Starr, pstarr@pecpa.org

Pennypack Ecological Restoration Trust: David Robertson, drobertson@pennypacktrust.org

Temple University, Center for Sustainable Communities: Jeffery Featherstone, feather1@temple.edu

Tookany/Tacony-Frankford Watershed Partnership: Julie Slavet, julie@ttfwatershed.org

Villanova University, Villanova Urban Stormwater Partnership: Andrea Welker, andrea.welker@villanova.edu

Wissahickon Valley Watershed Association: Dennis Miranda, dennismiranda@wvwa.org

 

The Delaware River Watershed Initiative
ACCELERATING CONSERVATION. ASSESSING IMPACT. 

The Delaware River Watershed Initiative is an unprecedented collaboration of more than 50 leading nonprofit organizations that  

have developed shared action plans to reduce threats to water quality in carefully targeted areas. Informed by science, the Initiative  

is designed to protect and restore ecological systems that provide drinking water to 15 million people and support $25 billion in  

water-related jobs and industry. 

The Initiative identified eight sub-watershed clusters that constitute 25 percent of the river basin and include portions of Delaware,  

New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania. Organizations working in these clusters developed shared priorities to accelerate land 

protection and restoration in the areas with the greatest potential for safeguarding or improving water quality. The Initiative will:

   • Accelerate the pace of conservation in the priority areas.

   • Assess water quality impacts at more than 300 sites over time. 

   • Amplify successful work by sharing results within and among clusters, as well as more broadly, to promote replication.

Launched in 2014, the Initiative began with a three-year, $35 million investment from the William Penn Foundation. This funding will  

drive early implementation of key projects to demonstrate the effectiveness of aligned work and create evidence-based funding 

opportunities in the clusters and other watersheds. It will enable the Initiative organizations to permanently protect more than  

30,000 acres of land crucial to safeguard waterways, complete about 40 restoration projects in degraded areas to improve water  

quality and pilot new protection and restoration incentives for landowners and businesses. The initial investment lays the groundwork 

for long-term collection of water quality data at an unparalleled scale. In total, the Initiative organizations identified an additional  

$190 million needed for critical work to measurably improve water quality by 2024. 

Working with the Foundation, the Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University, the Open Space Institute and the National Fish and 

Wildlife Foundation helped develop the Initiative and are deeply engaged in its implementation, which is actively supported by many 

other local, state and national partners.

Cover: Briar Hill Preserve. Photo by Jamie Stewart

© 2015 The Delaware River Watershed Initiative



Brandywine-Christina 
Cluster
ONE of EIGHT PROJECT AREAS in the DELAWARE RIVER WATERSHED INITIATIVE 



Planting_American_Chestnut_

anti-blight(WC

Left: Volunteers plant along  

White Clay Creek. Right: Poorly 

managed agricultural land 

uses are a common stressor 

to the watershed. Photos by 

Brandywine Conservancy.

Why This Cluster Matters
Streams and rivers in the Brandywine-Christina Cluster provide 100 million gallons of drinking water 

to more than 500,000 people each day. Some of these waterways are high-quality, cold-water 

trout streams (including the only trout streams in the state of Delaware). Pennsylvania ranks many  

of these waterways as High-Quality and Exceptional-Value streams. 

The natural resources of the cluster also substantially contribute to the region’s economy. They 

generate $1.5 billion in benefits to water quality, water supply, fish and wildlife, recreation, agriculture, 

forests and public parks, and they directly or indirectly support more than 100,000 jobs. 

Agriculture and development stress the water quality in the cluster. On farms, the lack of forested 

streamside buffers and other best management practices have raised water temperatures and caused 

erosion, sedimentation and nutrient loading. The area has also experienced intense development pressure 

over the past 30 years. During its peak, development was impacting 5,000 acres per year. Although the 

pace has slowed, residential and commercial development continues to consume land and resources. 

As a result of these stressors, 400 miles of streams in and around Newark, Newport and Wilmington, 

Delaware, as well as throughout Chester County’s rapidly developing agricultural areas are now 

officially “Impaired.” Yet, despite intense development, this area continues to offer important habitat  

for bald eagles, brook trout and other wildlife, as well as outdoor recreation for thousands of people.

About the Brandywine-Christina Cluster
The Brandywine-Christina Cluster encompasses 565 square miles in parts of Delaware and 

Pennsylvania. It extends from the rolling piedmont in Pennsylvania to the flat coastal plain in 

Delaware, including the Brandywine, Red Clay and White Clay Creeks, and the Christina River. 

This pastoral landscape is known for its well-preserved early-American villages and historic 

Revolutionary War sites. It has inspired both world-renowned artists, including three generations 

of the Wyeth family that have become synonymous with the Brandywine Creek, and one of the 

oldest (and most effective) conservation movements in the nation.

However, the Brandywine-Christiana Cluster is on the edge of the Philadelphia and Wilmington 

metropolitan areas and has experienced intense development pressure over the past thirty years. 

Chester County, for example, is among the fastest growing counties in Pennsylvania. Communities 

in this cluster struggle to balance concern for water quality with the needs of an agricultural  

economy and the impacts of sprawling development. 

AREA

565 square miles

DRINKING WATER SOURCE 
for 500,000 people

LAND COVER
26% Forested

47% Farmland

21% Urbanized

6% Other Uses

PROTECTED LAND

30% Protected

MAJOR THREATS
Agricultural land use. Lack of 

riparian buffers and best management 

practices (BMPs), including stream 

bank fencing and plans for manure 

and nutrient management, have 

raised water temperatures and caused 

stream bank erosion, sedimentation 

and nutrient loading.

Land conversion. Development of 

farmland has increased impervious 

area, disturbed slopes, removed  

native vegetation and intensified 

stormwater run-off. 
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Total investment needs through 2017: $15 Million

Stream Restoration: $6M Land Protection: $5M Monitoring, Outreach, Innovation: $4M 
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Focus Areas
The plan for the Brandywine-Christina Cluster targets seven stream corridors (Sharitz Run, Red Clay Creek/Upper East Branch, White 

Clay Creek/West Fork of the East Branch, Marsh Creek, Plum Run, Little Buck Run and Brandywine Creek/Upper West Branch) in Chester 

County. The on-the-ground work focuses on projects in Pennsylvania that will improve water quality locally as well as for drinking water 

providers downstream in Delaware. The plan includes a combination of outreach, restoration and protection projects, innovative land use 

regulations and a pilot study to assess a new conservation funding approach. Specifically, projects will:

• Educate local municipalities about and help them apply 

a model riparian-buffer zoning ordinance to complement the 

Chester County Act 167 stormwater management ordinance,  

with a goal of protecting and restoring water quality in 

developing municipalities throughout Chester County.

• Increase use of best management practices (BMPs)

that reduce sediment/nutrient loadings and increase infiltration 

such as streamside fencing, stream crossings for livestock and 

riparian buffers, in order to lessen the impacts on drinking water 

providers downstream (Wilmington, DE) and recreational users 

(fishing, boating and swimming.)

• Improve water quality degraded by agricultural run-off  
through restoration practices so that Sharitz Run, Upper East Branch  

of Red Clay Creek, West Fork of White Clay Creek, Little Buck Run 

and Plum Run can be removed from Pennsylvania’s “Impaired List.”

• Analyze innovative market-based funding tools 

to create new revenue sources for protection and restoration 

projects that have a direct impact on water quality and will 

enable water authorities to avoid expensive water treatment 

infrastructure costs to achieve water-quality improvements.

• Protect farmland in the Upper West Branch of Brandywine 

Creek, through the acquisition of easements that will prevent 

development and require landowners to employ BMPs.

Monitoring and Measurement
Initiative organizations will monitor and assess all elements of this plan through scientific data collection as well as tracking to determine 

if municipalities that adopt the riparian buffer ordinance are enforcing it and whether additional land is conserved. The water-quality 

data collection will include water temperature, conductivity and depth; base flow, turbidity, bacteria and chemistry (including nutrients); 

macro-invertebrates; sedimentation; and trout populations. This data will be collected by professionals, students and volunteers. Data 

previously compiled by academic institutions will serve as baseline measurements of key indicators. The Stroud Water Research Center 

and the Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University will coordinate water quality sampling to ensure that participants capture the 

impact of strengthened regulations in Chester County. 

Timeline and Investment Needs
As of January 2014, estimated costs to protect critical landscapes, build constituencies and monitor impacts comes to almost $15 million 

over the next three years: $6 million for restoration of streams, $5 million for permanent land protection, and close to $4 million for 

monitoring, outreach and innovation. Work began in 2014 with $1.2 million in grants from the William Penn Foundation with additional 

support available through competitive re-grant funds for land protection and restoration.
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THE PROJECT TEAM FOR THE BRANDYWINE-CHRISTINA CLUSTER INCLUDES:

Brandywine Conservancy: Sherri Evans-Stanton, sevansstanton@brandywine.org

Natural Lands Trust: Ann Hutchinson, ahutchinson@natlands.org

Brandywine Valley Association: Robert Struble, rstruble@bva-rcva.org

University of Delaware: Gerald Kauffman, jerryk@udel.edu

The Nature Conservancy —Delaware Chapter: Richard Jones, richard_jones@tnc.org

Stroud Water Research Center: Bernard Sweeney, sweeney@stroudcenter.org

 

The Delaware River Watershed Initiative
ACCELERATING CONSERVATION. ASSESSING IMPACT. 

The Delaware River Watershed Initiative is an unprecedented collaboration of more than 50 leading nonprofit organizations that  

have developed shared action plans to reduce threats to water quality in carefully targeted areas. Informed by science, the Initiative  

is designed to protect and restore ecological systems that provide drinking water to 15 million people and support $25 billion in  

water-related jobs and industry. 

The Initiative identified eight sub-watershed clusters that constitute 25 percent of the river basin and include portions of Delaware,  

New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania. Organizations working in these clusters developed shared priorities to accelerate land 

protection and restoration in the areas with the greatest potential for safeguarding or improving water quality. The Initiative will:

   • Accelerate the pace of conservation in the priority areas.

   • Assess water quality impacts at more than 300 sites over time. 

   • Amplify successful work by sharing results within and among clusters, as well as more broadly, to promote replication.

Launched in 2014, the Initiative began with a three-year, $35 million investment from the William Penn Foundation. This funding will  

drive early implementation of key projects to demonstrate the effectiveness of aligned work and create evidence-based funding 

opportunities in the clusters and other watersheds. It will enable the Initiative organizations to permanently protect more than  

30,000 acres of land crucial to safeguard waterways, complete about 40 restoration projects in degraded areas to improve water  

quality and pilot new protection and restoration incentives for landowners and businesses. The initial investment lays the groundwork 

for long-term collection of water quality data at an unparalleled scale. In total, the Initiative organizations identified an additional  

$190 million needed for critical work to measurably improve water quality by 2024. 

Working with the Foundation, the Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University, the Open Space Institute and the National Fish and 

Wildlife Foundation helped develop the Initiative and are deeply engaged in its implementation, which is actively supported by many 

other local, state and national partners.

Cover: Photommo / Thomas. “Rockland Mills.” 23 Nov 2013. Online image. Flickr. 18 Sep 2014 © 2015 The Delaware River Watershed Initiative



Kirkwood-Cohansey 
Aquifer Cluster
ONE of EIGHT PROJECT AREAS in the DELAWARE RIVER WATERSHED INITIATIVE 



About the Kirkwood-Cohansey Aquifer Cluster
This cluster of watersheds is defined by a shared connection to the Kirkwood-Cohansey aquifer in 

New Jersey’s outer coastal plain, including much of southern New Jersey’s portion of the Delaware 

River watershed. The aquifer underlies nearly two million acres—about one-third of the state—

encompassing two large landscapes that have been the focus of effective conservation efforts 

for decades. These landscapes are the Pinelands, a globally significant biosphere recognized by 

the United Nations and designated by both the federal and state governments for extraordinary 

protection, and the Delaware Bayshore region, which includes New Jersey’s largest concentration 

of farmland.

Within the Pinelands are four major river systems. The largest is the Mullica River watershed  —

encompassing the Mullica, Wading, Batsto and Oswego Rivers—which empties into Great Bay and 

ultimately the Atlantic Ocean. The second largest is the Rancocas Creek watershed, which drains 

west into the Delaware River. The Great Egg Harbor River watershed, including the Great Egg 

Harbor and Tuckahoe Rivers, drains into the Atlantic Ocean. In addition, several small rivers in the 

Bayshore portion of this cluster flow through extensive agricultural areas and deliver fresh water 

into the brackish lower Delaware River and the Delaware Bay, including the Salem, Maurice and 

Cohansey Rivers.

Why This Cluster Matters
The Kirkwood-Cohansey aquifer supplies virtually all the water in the streams, rivers, ponds and 

wetlands of southern New Jersey. It also provides more than 45 billion gallons of water each 

year to over a million residents, visitors, farms and other businesses. Farmers depend on ground 

water for irrigation, and the region’s cranberry industry uses vast amounts of aquifer water to 

maintain its bogs. The aquifer, however, is threatened by systematic over-pumping to serve human 

demands, and by pollution associated with urban/suburban development and agricultural use. 

In 2009, there were almost 3,000 wells (not including private domestic wells) withdrawing a total 

of more than 125 million gallons of water per day. This intense pumping lowers the water table, 

dries up wetlands, reduces stream flows and depletes freshwater flows to coastal estuaries. 

Most importantly, it depletes the aquifer itself. Along with impacts on human consumption, the 

depletion of the aquifer and its river systems cause changes in plant and wildlife populations, 

including the loss of rare species that live in affected surface waters and wetlands.

Most streams fed by the Kirkwood-Cohansey aquifer (63 percent) are impaired by one or more 

contaminants, including fertilizers and pesticides. Urban/suburban development and farming  

also generate polluted stormwater and agricultural run-off and rob the aquifer of the filtering  

and recharge functions natural vegetation provides. 

Although much of the land in the Pinelands has some degree of regulatory protection through  

the Pinelands Plan, under the Pinelands Protection Act of 1979, these protections could be lost  

if the Pinelands rules are changed or revoked. As of 2007, about 743,000 acres of the aquifer’s 

area that is not preserved, developed or in wetlands was in private ownership, giving it high 

potential for development. In addition, although many acres of the Bayshore are permanently 

protected, most are not. In both parts of this cluster, unprotected land is subject only to local 

zoning and will likely be developed if not preserved.

AREA

2,119 square miles

DRINKING WATER SOURCE 
for over 1 million year-round residents 

and millions of seasonal visitors

LAND COVER
52% Forested

18% Farmland

18% Wetlands 

8% Urbanized

4% Other Uses

PROTECTED LAND

47% Protected

MAJOR THREATS

Development of forested land. 
Expanding suburban development and 

cropland is leading to contamination 

of ground and surface water. Increased 

impervious area and the loss of natural  

storage and other forest ecosystem 

services contribute to high volumes of  

run-off contaminated by nutrients from 

suburban lawns, faulty septic systems 

and agriculture. Land alteration opens  

areas to non-native, invasive species  

and creates new deer habitat, displacing  

or destroying plant life that is important 

to the health of the watershed.

Aquifer depletion. Pumping water 

for human uses has lowered the water 

table, dried wetlands, lessened stream 

flow and reduced freshwater discharge 

to coastal estuaries. Because of the 

increase in impervious area, aquifer 

recharge is insufficient, jeopardizing 

the sustainability of the water supply 

and putting the region at risk from 

saltwater intrusion and rising sea levels.

Poor forest and wetland 

stewardship. Motorized recreation, 

suppression of natural wildfire, 

inadequate control of invasive plants and 

deer populations, and other practices  

have degraded habitats and diminished  

native biodiversity—even on land that 

has been permanently preserved.

Above: A riparian area near Salem, New Jersey. 

Photo by National Fish and Wildlife Foundation. 

Below: Student volunteers build a fence to 

protect a rare cedar swamp restoration area in  

the Pinelands from disturbance by foraging deer.  

Photo by New Jersey Conservation Foundation
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Monitoring and Measurement
Data collected for project-specific monitoring includes the number of acres preserved, damaged habitats restored, per capita water-

usage in the focus areas, and individuals participating in outreach and engagement projects. In many cases, impacts on water 

table levels, water chemistry and biological communities will be difficult to measure directly. These assessments require advanced 

professional expertise because these projects relate to a large area and either the effects of any given action may take years to develop 

or it may not be possible to isolate the effects of the project from a “noisy” natural system. In some cases, however, the nature of a 

project lends itself to direct measurements. In such cases, it will be appropriate to monitor acidity, aquatic plant and fish communities, 

nitrogen and phosphorous levels, and aquifer withdrawals. Although complex, efforts to define and implement an effective monitoring 

plan for the aquifer can be a powerful organizing tool to galvanize improved protections in the Pinelands and the Bayshore for the 

groundwater that supports these unique landscapes.

Timeline and Investment Needs
As of January 2014, estimated costs to protect critical landscapes, restore farmland, address policy issues and engage in outreach were 

nearly $24 million through 2017, with agricultural and ecological restoration totaling $12.5 million, land protection totaling $8.5 million 

and outreach initiatives totaling nearly $3 million. Work began in 2014 with $2.4 million in grants from the William Penn Foundation  

with additional support available through competitive re-grant funds for land protection and restoration.

Focus Areas
The cluster organizations selected six focus areas for their importance to the protection and restoration of the tributary streams and 

groundwater resources that supply the Delaware River watershed with an adequate supply of clean water. The Southwest Branch of the 

Rancocas Creek is an important tributary to the lower Delaware River that is a largely intact Pinelands ecosystem imperiled by suburban 

development. The Core Pine Barrens and Greater Hammonton priority areas fall outside the Delaware River watershed boundary but are 

key to the health of the Pinelands and the interconnected aquifer, representing both pristine forests and a state-designated growth area. 

The Salem River, Cohansey-Maurice, and Western Cape May priority areas of the Bayshore region contain important targets for both 

agricultural restoration and groundwater conservation. 

The cluster organizations will work to secure protection of 6,500 acres of recharge area, restoration of 9,000 feet and 300 acres of  

stream corridor and, through a public awareness effort, reduction of groundwater consumption by 3 percent. 

Cluster organizations will: 

• Protecting priority farmland and ensuring that  

on-farm practices minimize impacts on soil and water. 

• Engaging private landowners in agricultural, forest 

and stream-related best management practices—including 

federal incentive programs—and promoting policies that protect 

groundwater and watershed health.

• Educating the citizens and authorities in Bridgeton  

and Hammonton about ways to conserve water and manage 

stormwater through a low-impact development program.

• Reducing septic seepage into the aquifer through a  

targeted outreach campaign to inform property owners and 

renters about septic maintenance practices; and working  

with town officials to plan upgrades, host workshops and  

presentations, and create publications to educate local officials 

on septic system maintenance for clean water.

• Preserving at least 68 acres of forest on priority  

parcels along the Cohansey-Maurice Rivers, and 400 acres  

along the southwest branch of the Rancocas.
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THE PROJECT TEAM FOR THE KIRKWOOD-COHANSEY AQUIFER CLUSTER INCLUDES:

American Littoral Society: Tim Dillingham, tim@littoralsociety.org

Association of New Jersey Environmental Commissions: Jennifer Coffey, jcoffey@anjec.org 

Delaware and Raritan Greenway Land Trust: Linda Mead, lmead@drgreenway.org

Natural Lands Trust: Molly Morrison, mmorrison@natlands.org

The Nature Conservancy - New Jersey Chapter: Barbara Brummer, bbrummer@tnc.org

New Jersey Audubon Society: Eric Stiles, eric.stiles@njaudubon.org

New Jersey Conservation Foundation: Michele Byers, michele@njconservation.org

Partnership for the Delaware Estuary: Jennifer Adkins, jadkins@delawareestuary.org 

Pinelands Preservation Alliance: Carleton Montgomery, carleton@pinelandsalliance.org

Trust for Public Land - New Jersey: Anthony Cucci, anthony.cucchi@tpl.org

 

The Delaware River Watershed Initiative
ACCELERATING CONSERVATION. ASSESSING IMPACT. 

The Delaware River Watershed Initiative is an unprecedented collaboration of more than 50 leading nonprofit organizations that  

have developed shared action plans to reduce threats to water quality in carefully targeted areas. Informed by science, the Initiative  

is designed to protect and restore ecological systems that provide drinking water to 15 million people and support $25 billion in  

water-related jobs and industry. 

The Initiative identified eight sub-watershed clusters that constitute 25 percent of the river basin and include portions of Delaware,  

New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania. Organizations working in these clusters developed shared priorities to accelerate land 

protection and restoration in the areas with the greatest potential for safeguarding or improving water quality. The Initiative will:

   • Accelerate the pace of conservation in the priority areas.

   • Assess water quality impacts at more than 300 sites over time. 

   • Amplify successful work by sharing results within and among clusters, as well as more broadly, to promote replication.

Launched in 2014, the Initiative began with a three-year, $35 million investment from the William Penn Foundation. This funding will  

drive early implementation of key projects to demonstrate the effectiveness of aligned work and create evidence-based funding 

opportunities in the clusters and other watersheds. It will enable the Initiative organizations to permanently protect more than  

30,000 acres of land crucial to safeguard waterways, complete about 40 restoration projects in degraded areas to improve water  

quality and pilot new protection and restoration incentives for landowners and businesses. The initial investment lays the groundwork 

for long-term collection of water quality data at an unparalleled scale. In total, the Initiative organizations identified an additional  

$190 million needed for critical work to measurably improve water quality by 2024. 

Working with the Foundation, the Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University, the Open Space Institute and the National Fish and 

Wildlife Foundation helped develop the Initiative and are deeply engaged in its implementation, which is actively supported by many 

other local, state and national partners.
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Above: In Pickering Creek near 

Phoenixville, PA, ANS watershed 

scientist Meghan O’Donnell marks 

the location of a temperature logger 

with a GPS unit. The team will return 

after several months to retrieve water 

temperature data. This process helps 

the DRWI team assess the stream’s 

condition over time. Photo by ANS 

About the Academy of Natural Sciences  
of Drexel University
ANS’ commitment to the community is manifest both within its walls and beyond. Annually,  

the Academy serves more than 275,000 people throughout the region, including over  

75,000 school-children through its outreach programs. For the past 33 years, its one-of-a-kind 

Women in Natural Sciences program has introduced hundreds of young women from Philadelphia 

high schools to future careers in science and other professions, with more than 95 percent of 

participants attending college. 

The ANS scientific collections encompass 18 million specimens ranging from the smallest algae to 

massive dinosaurs. The experts who curate and actively add to these collections work as far away as 

Mongolia and as close to home as the Delaware River Basin. The value of these historic collections 

goes far beyond their academic use. Analyzing these collections alongside contemporary specimens, 

scientists are able to understand changes in ecological conditions over time and the impacts of 

management strategies. 

ANS’ Patrick Center for Environmental Research embodies this applied focus. The center has been 

devoted to understanding, protecting, and restoring the health of watersheds since its founding in 

1947 by pioneering scientist Dr. Ruth Patrick. It combines a world-renowned legacy of watershed 

science with new technologies and methods to produce high-caliber, credible results. Science  

teams have a depth and breadth of physical and biological expertise that they apply on microscopic 

to basin-wide scales. The center works with diverse stakeholders, including local, state and federal 

agencies; community groups; industry; and environmental organizations to improve science-based 

environmental management and stewardship. Recent Patrick Center work includes a large-scale 

investigation into the impacts of sea level rise in the Delaware Bay and coastal New Jersey, and a 

National Science Foundation project evaluating the condition of New Jersey wetlands a year after 

Hurricane Sandy.

The Academy of 

Natural Sciences of 

Drexel University 

(ANS) advances 

research, education 

and public engagement 

in biodiversity and 

environmental science.  

Founded in 1812, ANS  

is America’s oldest 

natural history museum 

and a vital resource  

for the greater 

Philadelphia region.   



Above: In Hayes Creek near White 

Haven, PA, Drexel University co-op 

student Zachary Sykes draws a map 

of the location of a temperature 

logger while watershed scientists 

Kathryn Christopher and Meghan 

O’Donnell use a GPS unit to mark its 

exact coordinates. Photo by ANS

In 2011, ANS formed an affiliation with Drexel University, an institution grounded in applied research 

and learning. The new organization thrives at the intersection of science and practice. Drexel’s 

faculty and extensive resources enhance the Academy’s exhibits and programming, while the  

Drexel community receives unprecedented access to the Academy’s vast collections and researchers. 

A groundbreaking academic department—Biodiversity, Earth and Environmental Sciences (BEES)—

draws on the traditional strengths of both institutions in a range of environmental and biological 

fields. BEES undergraduates can gain real-world work experience at the Academy through Drexel’s 

renowned cooperative education program. 

Monitoring and Research
Science is at the core of the Delaware River Watershed Initiative (DRWI), and ANS is the initiative’s 

science lead. During early discussions with the William Penn Foundation, Patrick Center experts 

helped to define the DRWI’s water quality focus and played key roles in systematically selecting 

priority watersheds in the basin and delineating the “clusters” within which those watersheds sit. 

ANS’ role in the DRWI now centers on ensuring that the best science and data are brought to bear  

on the Initiative’s design and implementation, and that project activities are rigorously evaluated  

for their effectiveness at achieving water quality and ecological goals.

Patrick Center scientists have also designed and are implementing a comprehensive monitoring  

plan to measure the impacts of protection and restoration strategies put in place across the basin. 

They have strategically located over 300 monitoring sites to provide insights into which conservation 

strategies are most effective and should be replicated. ANS scientists provide concentrated attention 

to 35 representative “integrative” sites, collecting a range of data to understand baseline conditions 

and trends in each of the clusters. The remaining sites, some monitored by partner organizations  

and some by ANS, are tied to individual on-the-ground projects. 

ANS’ role in the DRWI 
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At each of the sites, field crews follow standardized protocols ANS has developed for sampling 

amphibians, fish, crayfish, insects and algae; taking water chemistry measurements; and 

assessing habitat conditions. These protocols are critical, as they allow scientists, for the first 

time, to generate data that they can seamlessly compare across a wide range of Delaware Basin 

sites. ANS will combine all the monitoring data into a single customized database, enabling 

unprecedented basin-wide analyses. The database will incorporate, wherever possible, the wealth 

of existing data currently housed within organizations and agencies working across the basin.

ANS is employing the latest technologies both for monitoring and for data management and 

delivery. For instance, Patrick Center scientists have developed an online mapping tool, accessible 

to all partners, for visualizing and analyzing geographic data. The “DRWI Mapper” enables users  

to navigate the DRWI’s eight priority clusters, search for data and explore where and what the 

many partner organizations are collectively monitoring in each cluster. This is just one of several 

web-based applications that ANS is developing to maximize the ability of initiative partners to 

make informed decisions. The Academy website features an interactive map with a subset of  

DRWI data that the public can explore.

ANS’ role in the DRWI extends beyond monitoring to include leading development of a broader 

research agenda. A committee of experts from across the basin and beyond is identifying 

questions for exploration in concert with monitoring. Each question—such as how the smallest 

tributaries influence downstream water quality and what forest factors are most significant to 

the protection of water quality—has practical implications for the DRWI’s future implementation. 

Research is underway on a number of these issues and should begin to yield results in the  

next few years. 

From monitoring to research, ANS is focused on delivering science that will make a measureable 

difference. Millions of people who rely on the Delaware Basin’s water, as well as countless species 

inhabiting streams and stream-side communities, will benefit. The scientific activities ANS has 

coordinated and undertaken are unparalleled for a basin the size of the Delaware, and the DRWI 

has strong potential to serve as a model for other basins near and far. 

For more information 

about ANS’s role, please 

visit www.ansp.org/drwi 

Above: Green frog (Lithobates 

clamitans) in the Poconos-Kittatinny 

cluster, a tributary to the Neversink 

near Otisville, NY. Photo by Amanda 

Chan, ANS. Cover: ANS scientist 

Kathryn Christopher assesses the 

composition of the riparian habitat 

at Lehigh River near Gouldsboro, PA. 

Photo by ANS
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Above: Fishing on the Delaware in 

the village of Shawnee, Smithfield 

Township, Monroe County, PA. Photo 

by The Shawnee Inn and Golf Resort

About the Open Space Institute 
OSI’s work is guided by a consistent conservation strategy that emphasizes permanent land 

protection on a landscape scale. To align the pieces of the landscape puzzle and achieve innovative 

conservation, OSI employs a broad array of tools including land acquisition, easements, loan 

programs, granting initiatives, land-use planning, stewardship, partnerships, analytical research 

and public policy. 

Over four decades, OSI has purchased land and easements on 135,000 acres in New York, 

helping to create and expand state parks, protect water quality, and conserve forestlands and 

agricultural landscapes from the Hudson Valley to the Adirondacks. As a lender and regranter, OSI 

has distributed $105 million to national, regional and local land trusts, through 57 loans and 152 

grants to protect 2.2 million acres valued at nearly $730 million, from Canada down the spine of 

the Appalachians to Alabama. OSI currently manages seven loan and grant funds across the East 

totaling more than $28 million from 12 foundations, with conservation aims ranging from the 

protection of working forests and productive agricultural lands to watershed lands and wildlife 

habitat that hold the promise to remain resilient in the face of climate change. 

The very origins of OSI’s work began along the Catskills’ Beaverkill River, located in one of the most 

intact sub-watersheds in the Delaware River basin and within the New York City watershed in 

Delaware County. OSI also collaborated with state agencies on conservation strategies to maintain 

New York’s status as one of only five major American cities whose water sources are pristine 

enough not to need a filtration system. In the mid-’90s, OSI expanded its watershed protection 

efforts with the purchase of Sterling Forest, a 15,000-acre tract north of New York City that helped 

to protect the water supply of one in four New Jersey residents. 

Rigorous science informs OSI’s capital funds, and OSI also translates this cutting-edge science 

into accessible formats that land trusts can use to acquire the most important lands. Through 

guidance documents and case studies, OSI supports efforts by land trusts and other conservation 

organizations to integrate science into their work. 

The Open Space Institute 

(OSI) protects scenic, 

natural and historic 

landscapes to provide 

public enjoyment, 

conserve habitat and 

working lands, and 

sustain communities.  

Founded in 1974 to 

protect significant lands 

in New York State, OSI 

has been a partner in  

the protection of over  

2.2 million acres in 

eastern North America.   



Above: Salt marsh in Hopewell 

Township adjacent to protected 

farmland, near the Cohansey River.  

Photo by Brett Cole

OSI engages the public through advocacy, parks improvements and capacity building. The 

organization supports policy efforts to increase public investment in land protection at the  

state and federal levels; develops innovative public-private partnerships to revitalize, protect and 

enrich state parks and historic sites in New York State; and works with land trusts of all sizes to 

achieve their missions. 

Facilitating Watershed Protection  
in the Delaware River Basin
In 2014, the William Penn Foundation launched the $35 million, multi-year Delaware River 

Watershed Initiative (DRWI) to protect and restore critical sources of drinking water for 15 million 

people. Working closely with the Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University, OSI was 

instrumental in the research and selection of sub-watersheds, or “clusters,” that are the focus of 

the DRWI. OSI also helped to translate complex science and data on water quality into criteria for 

land protection in the clusters and analyzed trends in public and private funding to determine how 

best to leverage the foundation’s investments. 

The Delaware River Watershed Protection Fund, capitalized initially by the William Penn 

Foundation, provides grants and loans for land conservation transactions located in watersheds 

that have the ability to produce high-quality ground and/or surface water; contribute to water 

quality through protection of streams, headwaters and other important recharge areas; and 

protect sites vulnerable to erosion and ground water pollution. The Fund seeks to protect as  

many as 30,000 acres of critical watershed lands by the end of 2017.

To accomplish these goals, OSI is playing three important roles in the DRWI:

• Providing capital grants and loans through its $9 million Fund to acquire lands that are  

critical to maintaining and enhancing water quality in the clusters where land protection is a priority: 

the Poconos, Upper Lehigh and Schuylkill Highlands, as well as portions of the New Jersey Highlands, 

OSI is playing three 

important roles in the 

DRWI: providing capital 

grants and loans to 

acquire lands and fund 

research; distilling and 

applying research on 

effective approaches 

to maintaining healthy 

watersheds to advance 

the practice of land 

conservation; and 

leveraging public and 

private funding for 

watershed protection.



the Kirkwood-Cohansey and Brandywine-Christina. Funded projects will provide valuable 

information about the role of land protection in facilitating watershed protection. OSI will also 

make smaller grants to research, develop and field test new tools increasing the effectiveness of 

land protection to ensure clean water. OSI will make its grants through a competitive process 

guided by an advisory board composed of experts from the region with knowledge of hydrology, 

land protection, planning, natural resources and philanthropy. OSI plans to award grants of  

approximately $3 million annually. 

• Advancing learning within the conservation community about best practices in 

watershed protection, with a focus on distilling and disseminating applied research on effective 

approaches to maintaining healthy watersheds. The goal of this effort is to make practical  

knowledge available in formats that field practitioners can understand and utilize. 

• Leveraging public and private funding for watershed protection working with the 

William Penn Foundation, National Fish and Wildlife Foundation and cluster organizations. OSI has 

directed private funding to several high-profile land-acquisition projects and will be sharing with 

public and private funders the data it has assembled and synthesized on the connection between 

land protection and water quality. The organization will also highlight gaps in funding for exemplary 

projects. OSI sees ripe opportunities in the Delaware River basin’s headwaters to develop new 

partnerships and cultivate funding for watershed protection.

For more information 

about the Open 

Space Institute and 

the Delaware River 

Watershed Protection 

Fund, please visit  

www.osiny.org

Above: Meadow in the headwaters of 

the Aquashicola Creek in the Upper 

Lehigh cluster near Saylorsburg, PA.  

Photo by Bill Rawlyk, OSI
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The National Fish and 
Wildlife Foundation
A DELAWARE RIVER WATERSHED INITIATIVE Partner



Above: Floodplain restoration  

project on the Paulins Kill River.  

Photo by Rachel Dawson

About the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation 
NFWF supports conservation efforts in all 50 states, U.S. territories and abroad. Grants—more than 

14,000 since its founding 30 years ago—are made through a competitive process and awarded 

to some of the nation’s largest environmental organizations as well as some of the smallest. 

NFWF focuses on using the best science to get real results and build a better future for our world. 

Financial commitments to the conservation mission in the last three decades now top $2.9 billion.

NFWF specializes in bringing all parties to the table: individuals, government agencies, nonprofit 

organizations and corporations. Collaborative efforts such as these can efficiently protect and 

restore imperiled species, promote healthy rivers and estuaries, improve working landscapes for 

wildlife, advance sustainable fisheries and conserve water for wildlife and people. NFWF currently 

works with 15 federal partners and more than 45 corporate and foundation partners, including the 

William Penn Foundation and others in the Delaware River Watershed Initiative (DWRI). 

NFWF is an independent 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization and is governed by a 30-member Board 

of Directors approved by the Secretary of the Interior.

Restoration Funding in the Delaware  
River Watershed
In 2013, as part of the Initiative, NFWF launched the Delaware River Restoration Fund (DRRF) to 

foster water-quality improvements and habitat restoration in targeted regions of the watershed. 

With major support from the William Penn Foundation, NFWF intends to award more than $2 million  

per annual cycle to highly competitive projects to restore over 3,250 acres in the watershed. 

Using time-tested methods developed over three decades, NFWF will select projects that address 

critical needs in the Delaware River watershed, including stewardship of working forests and 

farmlands; restoration of wetlands, floodplains and stream corridors; and adoption of “green 

Since its creation by 

Congress in 1984, 

the National Fish and 

Wildlife Foundation 

(NFWF) has become one 

of the world’s largest 

conservation grant-

makers, working with 

both the public and 

private sectors to  

protect and restore our 

nation’s fish, wildlife, 

plants and habitats.



Above: A technical assistance  

project site on a tributary to  

the Musconetcong River.  

Photo by Rachel Dawson

infrastructure” in urban/suburban landscapes. Overall, the grants aim to capitalize on the  

burgeoning partnerships in the region to maximize efficiency in project delivery.

NFWF is currently administering two categories of grants within the DRRF: 

• Targeted Implementation Grants will be awarded to nonprofit organizations and local 

governments to undertake on-the-ground restoration projects. The grants will promote robust 

partnerships to improve water quality and restore habitat within one or more of five sub-watershed 

“clusters” where restoration is a fundamental priority: the New Jersey Highlands, the Kirkwood-

Cohansey Aquifer, the Brandywine-Christina, the Middle Schuylkill and the Upstream Suburban 

Philadelphia Clusters.

• Innovation Grants will be awarded to projects that address cross-cutting issues that are 

barriers to or represent unique opportunities for accelerating water quality improvements in 

the Delaware River watershed. Grants may support innovative methods and new technologies 

that hold the promise to drive down costs, expand the effectiveness of restoration practices 

and accelerate the pace of recovery. These projects may fall outside cluster boundaries but will 

represent work that is critical for overall water quality or that can be replicated within the clusters. 

Priority will be given to projects that include strong and unique partnerships, engagement of 

various stakeholders and a plan to communicate results.

Successful recipients in both categories of DRRF awards:

• improve the agricultural landscape. DRRF grantees are providing much-needed outreach 

and technical assistance to engage private landowners and producers in restoration and 

conservation in agricultural and working forest regions of the watershed. Their programs focus 

on forest and farm landowners and operators, providing technical assistance, project delivery and 

management to improve the health of local waters and habitats. Grantees are adept at pairing 

critical farm bill programs with needs on the ground.

• repair river and stream features. Reducing stream bank erosion and scouring, improving 

floodplain storage and filtering capacity, and restoring stream function to provide clean water and 

fish habitat are chief among many DRRF grantees’ goals. This work will include stream-bank 

NFWF intends to award  
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per annual cycle to 

highly competitive 

restoration projects in 

the watershed. NFWF 

will select projects that 

address critical needs 

in the Delaware River 

watershed, including 

stewardship of working 

forests and farmlands; 

restoration of wetlands, 

floodplains and stream 

corridors; and adoption 

of green infrastructure 

in urban/suburban 

landscapes.



restoration and stabilization, forested riparian-buffer restoration, floodplain reconnection, and 

wetland restoration and enhancement. Improvements in these habitats will lead to cleaner water 

in the watershed.

• advance green infrastructure. In the suburban and urban DRWI Clusters, grantees 

are employing outreach and community-engagement strategies to build capacity for green 

infrastructure and accelerate adoption of green infrastructure practices on private lands. Many 

are implementing highly visible demonstration projects and undertaking robust public education 

programs to reach a growing audience. These projects are bringing together technical expertise 

in green infrastructure with the strength of community volunteers, students and local leaders to 

maximize impact.

• collaborate and reduce redundancy. NFWF expects all DRRF projects to include broad-

based partnerships, particularly for projects delivering comprehensive watershed restoration 

approaches that include multiple sites and multiple strategies. It is clear that the current demand 

for restoration vastly outweighs the resources available. As such, it is imperative that grantees 

work in concert and capitalize on the assets provided through partnerships within and outside 

their clusters.

• share lessons learned. NFWF requires DRRF projects to have a clear plan to transfer lessons 

and techniques learned externally, specifically to in-cluster partners, to other clusters with similar 

challenges, to communities within the Delaware River watershed with comparable need, and/or 

into government programs and policies. In order to further increase restoration efficiency, it is 

important that grantees learn from each other’s experiences, and that each makes available any 

models or methods developed to all corners of the watershed.

NFWF is pleased to facilitate important water quality and habitat restoration work for the 

Delaware River and its tributaries—and to play a central role in building the capacity of the 

extraordinary partner organizations involved in the Initiative. NFWF expects that the DRRF 

and its projects will continue to grow and capitalize on early successes, leveraging additional 

investment in the watershed’s resources. The lessons gained through the on-the-ground work 

in these clusters will pay dividends in restoration efforts for years to come.

For more information 

about NFWF and 

the Delaware River 

Restoration Fund,  

please visit  

www.nfwf.org/delaware

Above: Students and volunteers 

participated in a stream buffer 

planting at their school in the 

Upstream Suburban Philadelphia 

Cluster. Photo by Tookany/Tacony-

Frankford Watershed Partnership. 

Cover: A riparian area in the 

Kirkwood-Cohansey Aquifer  

Cluster near Salem, NJ. Photo  

by Rachel Dawson
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About the William Penn Foundation
The William Penn Foundation, founded in 1945 by Otto and Phoebe Haas, is a family foundation 

with a long-term commitment to improving the quality of life in the Greater Philadelphia region 

through efforts that ensure a sustainable environment, improve educational opportunities and 

outcomes for children from low-income families, foster creativity that enhances civic life and 

advance regional philanthropy. Now in its seventh decade, the Foundation makes philanthropic 

investments of more than $100 million annually. 

The Watershed Protection Program
The Watershed Protection Program, one of the Foundation’s three areas of philanthropic 

investment, supports efforts to restore and protect the water quality of the Delaware River 

watershed. This complex natural system encompasses 13,500 square miles and contains 

remarkable ecological diversity, including hemispherically significant habitat for plants and 

animals. The watershed’s large expanses of natural lands protect clean water and mitigate the 

impacts of climate change. In addition, its waterways are the source of drinking water for more 

than 15 million people in four states (Delaware, New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania) and 

support $25 billion in clean water-related jobs and industry. Originating in largely forested areas 

of southern New York and northeastern Pennsylvania, the river flows southeast, forming the 

border between Pennsylvania and New Jersey before emptying into the brackish Delaware Bay. 

Its tributaries are an intricate web of waterways that weave through forests, agricultural lands, 

suburbs and urban areas.

Because numerous factors impact the health of this large watershed, the Program targets specific 

places and threats, or “stressors,” through three separate but related grantmaking strategies  that 

enable the Foundation to maximize impact and increase the ability to measure results:

The Watershed 
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River watershed. 



Above: The Benjamin Franklin Bridge 

spans the Delaware River connecting 

Philadelphia and Camden, NJ. Photo 

by Mark Willard. “Ben Franklin Bridge 

Sunset.” 21 Sept. 2014, Flickr

• Watershed-Wide Initiatives. At the watershed scale, the Program supports research, 

data gathering, advocacy and related work focusing on four priority stressors: loss of forested 

headwaters, polluted stormwater, agricultural run-off and depletion of underground water 

supplies. The work funded under this strategy typically addresses one or more of these threats  

as they relate to all or a large portion of the watershed. For example, grants have supported 

research, mapping and modeling intended to increase understanding of the health of floodplains 

throughout the Delaware River system as well as educational campaigns to build support for 

publicly funded land-conservation programs in watershed states. 

• Constituency-Building. The Program focuses on developing an active regional constituency 

for watershed protection by increasing public access to and enjoyment of regional waterways.  

To convey the fundamental importance of clean water to new audiences, the Foundation  

supports work to construct and complete the Circuit, a defined network of more than 750 miles  

of connected trails, many of which closely parallel rivers, streams and canals. The grants also  

help to coordinate, expand and raise the visibility of program offerings by a pre-selected network 

of environmental centers that are on the Circuit (or a connecting trail) and a Delaware River basin 

waterway. The Circuit and the centers are located in diverse landscapes across the watershed, 

including densely populated urban areas, suburban spaces and rural regions. 

• Implementation Projects. This strategy supports the implementation of conservation 

projects in eight important sub-watershed areas referred to as “clusters.” This work advances 

protection or restoration of water quality through applied projects that directly address one 

or more of the four priority stressors. Grants under this strategy support the Delaware River 

Watershed Initiative (DRWI; described more fully below), a multi-year, multi-partner effort focused 

in the clusters. Program funding supports protection of land crucial to safeguarding water supplies, 

restoration of degraded waterways, municipal/landowner outreach and technical assistance, 

and extensive water quality monitoring that will measure the impact of the conservation projects 

across the clusters. Work funded under this strategy is primarily by invitation, and projects must be 

a priority that Initiative organizations articulate in their implementation plans.  
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Delaware River Watershed Initiative (DRWI)
The Initiative, launched in January 2014, is an unprecedented collaboration of more than 50 leading 

nonprofits that have developed shared action plans to reduce threats to water quality in carefully 

selected areas. The eight clusters, constituting about 25 percent of the Delaware River basin, 

include portions of Delaware, New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania.

Informed by science, the Initiative is designed to protect and restore sub-watershed clusters 

determined to be of critical value to the watershed overall, and where there are significant 

threats to water quality and a strong likelihood of successful intervention. The Initiative seeks 

to accelerate conservation by funding the cluster organizations’ aligned priorities for protecting 

intact landscapes and/or restoring degraded areas. Researchers and citizen scientist volunteers 

will assess water quality impacts at more than 300 sites over time using standardized testing 

protocols. The Initiative will amplify successful work by supporting the sharing of results within 

and among clusters, as well as more broadly, to promote replication. 

The Initiative began with a three-year, $35 million investment from the Foundation. This funding 

will drive early implementation of key projects to demonstrate the effectiveness of aligned work 

and create evidence-based funding opportunities in the clusters and in other watersheds. It will 

enable participating organizations to permanently protect more than 30,000 acres of priority land, 

complete about 40 restoration projects to improve local water quality, and pilot new protection 

and restoration incentives for landowners, businesses and drinking water providers. The 

Foundation’s initial investment also lays the groundwork for long-term collection of water quality 

data at an unparalleled scale. With the goal of achieving measurable improvements in water 

quality by 2024, the cluster organizations identified an additional $190 million of critical work to 

safeguard this vital resource. 

Working with the Foundation, the Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University, the  

Open Space Institute and the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation helped develop the Initiative 

and are deeply engaged in its implementation, which is actively supported by many other local, 

state and national partners.

For more information 

about the William Penn 

Foundation, please visit 

williampennfoundation.org

Above: The Delaware River 

watershed ends where the Maurice 

River meets the Delaware Bay at East 

Point Lighthouse in Heislerville, NJ. 

Photo by Andy Romanofsky. “Maurice 

River at East Point Lighthouse.” 10 

April 2012, Flickr. Cover: The Delaware 

Water Gap. Photo by John Lukach. 

“Looking into the Water Gap.”   

6 June 2014, Flickr
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